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PRELIMINARY REMARKS 

l. The Commission submits herewith its proposals for agricultural prices and 

related measures for the marketing year 1983/84. The proposals comprise 

three parts. The present document, Volume I, includes the general 

explanatory memorandum and the explanatory memoranda for the different 

product sectors: a summary of the proposals will be found in paragraphs 65 

to 83. The financial implications are explained in Volume II. The legal 

acts concerning the prices and related measures are contained in Volume III. 

2. The Commission's proposals for 1983/84, as for the preceding year, are 

based on the fundamental considerations set out in its memorandum 

"Guidelines for European Agriculture" (COM(81)608 of 23 October 1981) in 

which it analyzed the development of the Community's agriculture and 

expounded a long-term strategy for the adaptation of the common 

agricultural policy. 

3· The proposals are formulated also in the light of the information contained 

in the 1982 Report on the Situation of the Agricultural Markets 

(COM(82)794) and in the 1982 Report on the Agricultural Situation in the 

Community (to be published in January 1983 in conjunction with the General 

Report on the activities of the ~lropean Communities). 

4· The Commission has also taken into account the resolution adopted by the 

~lropean Parliament on 18 November 1982 on the preparation of the 

agricultural price proposals for 1983/84. 

• 



IN'l'RODUCTION 

). 'l'he year 1982, which marked the twentieth annive!'sary of the common 

agricultural policy, saw a number of important developments in the 

agricultural field. 

6. I<'o llowing lengthy discussions in the Community institutions on the future 

development of the CAP, the Commission proposed a series of measures for 

putting into practical application the principles outlined in its 

memorandum "Guidelines for European Agriculture", and in particular the 

r3odulation of the price guarantees through the introduction of guarantee 

thresholds in a multi-annual framework, with measures for the participation 

of producers if these thresholds are exceeded. In its decisions on prices 

for 1982/83, the Council to a large extent followed this approach; it 

adopted a number of concrete measures (for example, for cereals) but in 

other cases (for example, for milk) it accepted the principle but reserved 

a decision on the modalities of practical application. 

7. Subsequent events have confirmed the Commission's view that its guidelines 

for adapting the common agricultural policy continue to represent the most 

sound basis for future development of the policy. 

!3. Durint; 1982 the volume of agricultural production reached record levels for 

a number of products (cereals, milk) and i.n other cases near-record levels 

(suga!', wine). Prices received by producers developed favourably, thanks 

to the support afforded by the market organizations, with positive results 

for agricultural incomes. 
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~!. llOI\'ever, the perfo!'IIlance of Community agriculture has brought with it some 

problems of market management. With consumption within the Community of 

many agricultural products remaining stagnant or increasing very slowly, 

the Community has become increasingly dependent for disposal of its 

products on world markets; and these markets in turn are in a difficult 

state because of the expansion of production and stocks in several 

important exporting countries, and the slow economic growth worldwide. 

This situation serves to underline the fact that, as Europe's exports of 

agricultural products develop in the long term, the Community needs to 

ensure that its agricultural prices are brought more into line with those 

received by producers in competing countries, or that its agricultural 

producers participate more in the cost of exports. 

10. It serves also to emphasize the danger, of which the Commission has given 

repeated warnings, of maintaining guaranteed prices or subsidies for 

unlimited quantities of production, not necessarily geared to the needs of 

the market. The exceptionally high volume of production in 1982 is only 

the continuation of long-term tr0nds. It poses even more acutely the 

challenge which the Community has faced for a number of years in the 

agricultural sector: that is, to re-orient the market organizations in 

such a way as to bring supply and demand into better balance, and to 

ensure the most efficient use of the Community's economic and financial 

resources. 

ll. For theoe reasons, the Commission considers that the price proposals for 

1903/84 must be based on the lines already indicated in the memorandum 

"Guidelines for European Agriculture", in order to ensure a rational 

development of the common agricultural policy in a multi-annual 

framework. It considers that the decisions taken by the Council .in May 

19t)2 concerning guarantee thresholds (cereals, colza, milk) should be JlUt 

into application, takine account of the fo~ecasts of the development of 

the markets for the products conce~ned in the medium term (5 years). 
.. 



A. GENERAL SURVEY 

General economic s.i tua tion 

12. Despite some encouraging trends, the general economic situation of the 

Community ~mains a matter of concern. According to the most recent 

estimates, the situation may be summarized in the following way: 

- the gross domestic product of the Community, after having contracted oy 

0.6% in real terms in 1981, grew by 0.3% in 1982; 

- unemployment continued to increase in 1982: whereas in 1981 the 

percentage of jobless in relation to the active population was 7-7%, it 

increased to 9. 3% in 1982, which represents a total of more than 

11 million unemployed; 

- inflation, as measured by the implicit price of consumption, is 

decelerating: whereas in 1981 the rate of inflation was 11.8%, in 1982 

it is expected to be 10.5%; 

- the deficit of the Community's balance of payments on current account 

was slightly reduced in 1982 (-17.8 milliard ECU) by comparison with 

1981 (-18.7 milliard ECU). 

1-:. 'l'hus, although certain indicators at the end of 1981 gave reason to expect 

a revival of activity in 1982, the first six months of 1982 saw another 

turn-down in economic activity : according to the latest estimates, 1982 

will have been a yea!' of stagnation (growth of 0.3% of GDP in volume) and 

fo!' 1983 the most !'ecent forecasts suggest that there will be growth of 

only 1.1% in volume. Despite the importance of certain favourable 

developments such as the continued slowing-down of inflation, it n1ust be 

emphasized that such a performance in 1983 would nevertheless not allow a 

slowing-oown of the increase in unemployment. 
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14. 'l'he developraents in 1982 were not accompanied by a reduction in the 

divergences within the Community. Thus, as regards inflation, as measured 

by the implicit price of consumption, the rates have varied in Member 

States from 5% to 23%, from half the Community average to twice the 

Community average. However, ivi th the exception of Luxembourg, all Member 

States had a lower rate of inflation in 1982 than in 1981. 

Agricultural prices, costs and incomes 

15. In preparing its price proposals, the Commission must take into account 

the most recent information on the develo}Jment of prices, costs and 

incon.es in the agricultural sector. However, as rega:!:'ds the year 1982, 

this information is at best in the form of estimates or forecat-Jts, and in 

some cases has not yet been officially communicated by J.lember States. The 

following indicators are therefore of a provisional nature. 

16. A comparison at Community levE-l of the increase in prices received by 

agricultural producers with the increase in the prices of inputs (that is, 

the prices of goods and services entering into agricultural production, 

excluding wages, depreciation, rents and j_nterest payments) shows that the 

increase in prices received by producers in 1982 (estimated to be 12~:) was 

greater than the increase in the prices of inputs (estimated to be 10%). 

This situation marks a turning-point in the development since 1977. ~rom 

1977 to 1981, the increase in prices received by producers ~as lower than 

that of input prices. 
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17. At the level of IV!ember States, the situations are very divergent; the 

variations are considerable, and in some cases differ considerably from 

the variations in the development of inflation. In fact, in 1982 the 

estimated increase in average prices received by agricultural producers in 

Jilember States range from 2% to 23%; the Community average is 12%. As for 

the development of input prices, in 1982 the estimated increase in average 

prices paid by agricultural producers ranged from 3% to 15%; the 

Community average is 10%. 

lb. The development of agricultural incomes in the Community in 1982 is 

expected to be more favourable than in preceding years. The statistic 

generally used as an indicator of the development of agricultural incomes 

at the Community level is the net value added at factor cost per unit of 

labour of employed in the agricultural sector ("Sectoral Income Index"). 

At the date of the preparation of these proposals, the forecasts of 

agricultural income for 1982 are not available in aefinitive form for all 

Hember States, because certain data have not yet been communicated 

officially to the Commission. However, the results of the Sectoral Income 

Index will be published early in 1983 by the Statistical Office of the 

European Communities. At the same time, in the light of the data 

communicated by Member States, the Commission will consider whether it is 

possible to refine the indicators of agricultural incomes by taking 

account of the development of certain elements such as wages, rents, 

depreciation and interest payments. 

19. In the meantime, it may be provisionally estimated that, for Community 

agriculture as a whole, agricultural incomes (in the sense of net value 

added at factor cost per labour unit) will have increased by more than 5% 

in real terms in 1982. This favourable development of incomes comes after 

a period of 3 successive years in which they decreased in real terms (by 

2.3% in 1979, 6.4% in 1980, 0.2% in 1981). 
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20. A corresponding indicator for the development of incomes in the economy as 

a whole is net domestic product per head of the working population, which 

in 1982 is forecast to increase in real terms by only 0.3%. The 

development in recent years of these two indicators of income, for the 

economy as a whole and for agriculture, is shown in Graph 1. 

21. The average increase in agricultural incomes in the Community as a whole 

in 1982 comprises wide variations, between Hember States and types of 

farming. The increase in percentage terms also conceals the fact that the 

level of agricultural incomes per labour unit, expressed in absolute 

term_s, varies markedly from one Nember State to another, and even between 

regions in individual Member States. 'I'his disparity reflects the profound 

diff~rences in agricultural structure, and in general economic structures, 

within the Community. 

22. As far as Greece is concerned, the Commission was requested by the 

Council, at the time of the 1982/83 price decisions, to make available as 

soon as possible the figures on the development of agricultural incomes in 

Greece. It has therefore examined this matter with particular care.· In 

1981 agricultural incomes (in the sense of net value acided at factor cost 

per labour unit) increased in Greece by about 5% in real terms. The 

provisional forecast for 1982 is that they will increase by about 2% in 

real terms. 
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Situaticn and prospects of agricultural markets 

23. In its memorandum "Guidelines for European Agriculture" of October 1981, 

the Commission analyzed the prospects for production, consumption and 

trade for a number of important products taking the year 1988 as its 

long-term horizon. In the light of those forecasts, and the suggested 

long-term production objectives, it proposed guarantee thresholds for 

certain products for the 1982/83 marketing year. It indicated that 

guarantee thresholds for successive years would be fixed at an appropriate 

level, taking account of developments and prospects; and that the 

long-term forecasts and objectives would themselves be reviewed and, if 

necessary, adjusted as part of a roll.ing programme on a 5-year basis. 

24. The Commission has now therefore reviewed the forecasts and production 

objectives, taking the year 1989 as the new horizon. For this purpose, 

the services of the Commission have employed a number of different 

techniques of forecasting, including for certain agricultural products the 

forecasts discussed within OECD. By their nature, forecasts of 

agricultural production and consumption in the long term must be 

approximate rather than precise, and serve to indicate the expected 

direction and rate of change. Nevertheless, the Commission considers it 

essential for the annual decisions concerning the prices and guarantee 

thresholds to be taken in a longer-term perspective so that accour1t can be 

taken of underlying trends and prospects. 
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25. Any forecast of demand for agricultural and food products depends on a 

forecast of population and incomes. According to the estimates of the 

Statistical Office of the European Communities, the total population of 

tte Community of 'L'en will grow from 270.4 mi11 ion persons in 19t3l to 

274.0 Million in 1990, that is at an annual rate of increase of U.l5% 

(during the period 1971 to 19tH, thf; annual rate of increase was 0.)2%). 

The level of private consumption per head of the population (Community 

average at 1970 prices) is estimated at 2,990 ECU in 19e1 and 3,521 ECU in 

1990, that is an annual rate of increase of 1.97%. Thus a substantial 

deceleration is forecast in the increase of the purchasing power of the 

population, since the annual rate of increase recorded in the period 

1970-1<)80 was 3.29%. The combination of these factors means that, 

although there will be a continuing adjustment of the pattern of demand 

for rood products within the Community (including a growing demand for 

processed products and prepared foods with higher added value), there will 

be a much lower increase in overall demand for food products than in the 

last decade. 

In the following paragraphs are presented the long-term forecasts for 

individual products, together with an indication of the market situation 

in 1982 and certain considerations concerning the guarantee thresholds. 
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(a) Cereals 

26. 1'he 1982 harvest of all cereals has been estimated at 129.3 million tons 

(+5.7% compared with 1981). This increase results principally from the 

higher production of soft wheat, which is the most important of the 

cereals (55.3 million tons) and for which an increase of 10.5% is 

forecast. The production of other cereals will also exceed the quantities 

of last year, according to forecasts. The total production, excluding 

durum wheat, is estimated at 124.9 million tons. 

27. In the context of the 1982/83 price fixing the Council introduced a 

guarantee threshold for all cereals, excluding durunt wheat, and this 

threshold was fixed at 119.5 million tons for the marketing year 1982/83. 

If average actual production during the three most recent marketing years 

exceed this threshold, the intervention and reference prices for the 

following marketing year are reduced by 1% for each 1 million tons by 

which the threshold is exceeded. If imports of cereal substitutes exceed 

15 million tons in the season preceding the fixing of the guarantee 

threshold, the difference between the volume of these imports and 

15 millions is added to the guarantee threshold; however, this was not 

the case in 1980/81. Taking account of these conditions, the present 

situation appears as follows: 

19BO harvest 119.8 million tons 

1981 II 

117 ·9 " .. 
1982 " 124.SJ " " 

3 year average 120.9 million tons 

T~s the guarantee threshold is exceeded by more than a million tons, and 

consequently the intervention and reference prices for cereals for 1983/84 

should be reduced by 1%. 
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28. Jt'or the 1989 ho:dzon (1988 harvest, to be marketed during the 198t3/f39 

oarketing year) a relative stability of the total area of cereals 

(28 million hectares) may be expected, within which there might be an 

increase of lOX (to 11.7 million hectares) for soft wheat and a slight 

reduction (to 9·5 million hectares) for barley. Since yields will 

increase for almost all varieties of cereals, the total harvest of cereals 

in 1988 will probably be of the order of 137.3 million tons (an annual 

rate of increase between 1981 and 1988 of 1.8%). 

29. As far as demand is concerned, the utilization of cereals is determined 

particularly by animal consumption, which absorbs about 60% of supply. 

The demand for cereals for anirr.al feed is in turn influenced by the 

utilization of cereals substitutes (manioc, brans, corn gluten feed, etc.) 

of which imports have grown rapidly in recent years because of the 

Community's low level of external protection, which gives them an 

advantage of price compared with Community cereals. 

The Commission considers that in the long term a progressive reduction in 

the gap between Community cereals prices and those applied by its main 

competitors will reduce this competitive advantage, but in the short and 

mediur.J term action should be taken to stabilize imports of cereals 

substitutes. To this end action has alreHdy been taken concernin~ imports 

of manioc (voluntary restraint agreements with principal suppliers) and 

brans (increase in import levy) and efforts are being undertaken in GAT1' 

concerning corn gluten feed. 
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30. It is estimated that the foreseeable increase in animal production could 

lead to a demand for cereals of the order of 74.5 million tons, taking 

account of the new measures for imports of manioc. If, besides the 

measures concerning manioc, the:.:-e is a reduction in the gap between 

Community cereals prices and those of its most important competitors on 

the world market, demand for cereals could reach about 80 million tons. 

Human consumption, industrial use, and use for seeds will remain 

relatively stable. It thus appears that by the horizon 1989 the 

exportable quantity of Community cereals could increase from its present 

level of 17-20 million tons to some 20-25 million tons. 

31. 'l'hese considerations reinforce the Commission's view that guarantee 

thresholds should be implemented effectively in the cereals sector in the 

coming years. As regards the long-term objective for 1989, the quantity 

previousJ.y suegested for 1988 (126 million tons for all cereals excluding 

durum wheat) should be, in view of the difficult prospects on the markets, 

retained at this stage for the 19£39 horizon. Consequently the guarantee 

threshold for 1983/84 should be increased to 120.56 million tons. 
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( t) Sugar 

32. 'l'he revised corrunon organization of the market for sugar came into force on 

1 July 1981. It includes a system of production quotas which leaves to 

producers themselves (beet-growers and sugar-processors) the whole 

responsib.ility for financing the disposal of sugar exceeding the 

Community's internal consumption. '£'he Corrununi ty takes charge of the 

disposal on the world market only of the quantity of sugar equivalent to 

that imported from the ACP countries, which represented a cost of the 

order of 440 million ECU in 1982. 

33. During the 1982/b3 season, by comparison 'lvith the preceeding season, the 

area sown for sugarbeet was reduced by 9%. The yield of sugar, which has 

shown a positive trend for several years, remained stable. Thus the 1982 

harvest is estimated at 13.6 m.illion tons of sugar, a quantity which is 

lower than the 1981 harvest of 15.0 million tons, but which nevertheless 

greatly exceeds Community consumption of about 9.5 million tons of sugar. 

34. 'l'aking account on the one hand of the trend of decreasing sugar 

consumption per head, and on the other hand of the prospective increase in 

population in the Corrununity, it may be forecast that total consumption of 

auger in the Community will remain relatively stable. Since it is 

probable that the price of sugar on the world market will be relatively 

low in the medium term, the disposal of quota C sugar will be difficult 

and financially unattractive. In these circumstances it would be 

desirable for Corrununity growers to reduce further the total area of sugar 

beet. 
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(c) Milk 

35. The dairy herd comprises about 25 million specialized dairy cows and 

6 million other cows. The decline in the number of herds is continuing, 

this decline being restricted to the smaller herds. Improved management 

continued to raise average yield figures from 4 160 kg/dairy cow in 1981 

to an estimated 4 260 kg/dairy cow in 1982. An increased proportion of 

cow's milk (92.2%) was delivered to dairies. Latest estimates suggest 

that, in 1982, deliveries to dairies will reach 99 million tons, an 

increase of 2.7%. 

36. In fixing agricultural prices for 1982/83, the Council decided that if 

deliveries of milk to dairies in 1982 exceeded the guarantee threshold, 

appropriate action would be taken to offset the additional expenditure 

incurred. The threshold was established as the volume of deliveries to 

dairies in 1981 (96.23 million tons) plus the estimated increase in 

Community consumption (0.5%), giving a threshold of 96.71 million tons for 

the year 1982. Since deliveries of milk in 1982 are provisionally 

expected to reach 99 million tons, the threshold will have been exceeded 

by 2.2%. The Commission has already proposed a reduction of 2.2% in the 

intervention prices for 1983/84. 

37. As regards the long-term development in the period up to 1989, it is 

evident that production and delivery trends depend on a large number of 

factors. It may be supposed that the dairy herd will stabilize at about 

25 million specialized dairy cows and 6 million cows. Structural 

adaptation and improved management, together with a steady improvement in 

the genetic characteristics of the herd, should continue to produce annual 

increases in yields of around 1.5% per annum. 
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The additional feed requirement will increase less rapidly, since the 

higher yields will result from improvements in the genetic characteristics 

of the herd and improved management. Several factors combine to increase 

the proportion of milk production sold to dairies, particularly the 

substantial decline in the number of small milk producers, restrictions 

concerning off-farm sales of milk and dairy products, and lower interest 

in on-farm use. As a result, the proportion of milk production delivered 

to dairies may be expected to continue its upward trend of 0.5% per annum. 

38, The combination of the increasing total production and an increasing 

proportion of production being delivered to dairies, suggests that in the 

absence of any change in the existing policy, deliveries to dairies will 

increase in the coming years by an annual average rate of the order of 

1.5% - 2%. If one takes the estimated 1982 deliveries of 99 million tons 

as a point of departure, it may be estimated that deliveries to dairies 

will be no less than 110 million tons in 1989, and may be as high as 

114 million tons. 

39. Overall consumption of dairy products within the Community depends on the 

demand for the different types of produce. In the long terrn, a modest 

increase in demand for fresh milk products may be expected, limited to the 

increase in population. Per capita demand for processed products, butter, 

cheeses and preserved milk products, is expected to continue to increase 

in line with rising incomes and lower real prices. On balance it is 

estimated that total demand for dairy products will continue to increase 

at an average annual rate of around 0.5% to reach 91 million tons in whole 

milk equivalent in 1989. 
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40. These forecasts demonstrate that, if current trends continue, deliveries 

of milk in the Coll'Jnunity will in the medium and long term exceed 

consumption in the Community by a quantity far in excess of the realistic 

possibilities for exports. This prospect underlines the need for the 

Cotmcil to adopt effective measures in the milk sector for the 

participation of producers in the additional costs arising from production 

in excess of the guarantee threshold, and at the same time to ensure a 

bette!' balance on the market. 

4l. As regards the guarantee threshold for the coming year, the Commission 

proposes that it should be equivalent to the guarantee threshold for 1982 

plus 0.5%, (the present rate of growth in consumption) which corresponds 

to 97.19 million tons. 
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(d) beef 

42. In 1981, net beef production (excluding veal) declined, from the peak of 

1980, to 6.1 million tons. Total domestic consumption also fell to 

5.9 million tons, with the modest balance being absorbed in international 

trade. In the total beef market (including veal) 6.9 million tons were 

produced and 6.7 million tons were consumed. 

43. The availability of slaughtered cattle follows a cyclical pattern of five 

to seven years. In the long term, apart from cyclical movements, domestic 

demand for beef is not expected to increase substantially. Analysis of 

past demand has shown that the fall in producer prices in real terms has 

not resulted in a reduction in prices to consumers. Since beef is 

becoming less competitive than pork and other meats, increased demand w~Tl. 

only come f!'Om the modest inc!'eases foreseen in the population and rising 

standards of living as reflected by inc!'easing incomes. In consequence, 

it may be fo!'ecast that the annual increase in demand in the coming years 

w1U be of the o!'der of only about 0.3?>. ~Jtartint; from a domestic demand 

of 6.9 million tons (the average for 1979 to 1981), this would suggest 

that the corresponding figure in 1989 would be about 7.1 million tons, an 

increase of around 130 000 tons. 

44. Over the sar.:e pe!"iod, p!'Oducers may be expected to adapt to some extent to 

the unfavouraole development of prices due in part to a slower increase in 

demand. This could result in an average increase in production of between 

0. 5~~, and 1~; per annum. Starting f!"om a net production of 7 million tons, 

the average net production between 1979 and 1981, this !'ange of increases 

would lead to an increase in production of the order of 350 000 tons, i.e. 

total net production of beef and veal of between 7.4 million and 

7.7 million tons. 
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(e) Shcepmea t 

4::;. Evaluation of the long-term development of this market poses particular 

problems notably because of the relatively recent creation of a common 

market organization for sheep and goatmeat. A study of the development of 

thiB raarket organization will be made in 1983 and the results presented to 

the Council. 
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(f) Pignea t 

4G. In 1981, gross domestic production of pigrneat reached 10.2 million tons 

while domestic demand was 10.1 million tons, so that net exports reached 

180 000 tons. In the long term, the self-regulatory mechanisms of the 

market organization for pigmeat can be expected to adapt supply to 

demand. The analysis of past demand shows that factors such as income and 

the price of alternative meats influence demand for pork. Projecting such 

factors into the future suggests that per capita consumption of pigmeat 

will rise from the level of around 37 kg per head in 1981 to 4l kg per 

head in 1989. This is equivalent to an increase in domestic demand of 

around 1.2 million tons. 

47. By 1989, there is l~kely to be a positive trade balance of around 150 000 

tons, which while less than in 1981, corresponds to the general pattern 

observed in tLe past. Over the same period, gross domestic production j_s 

expected to rise from the 10.2 million tons recorded in 1981 to around 

11.4 million tons, an increase of around 1.2 million tons. 
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(g) l~ggs and poultry 

48. In 19e1, usable egg production increased slightly to 4.16 million tons, 

while total domestic uses rose to 4.07 million tons, of which over 94% was 

used for human consumption. 'l'aking account of factors such as price and 

income, it may be expected that per capita consumption of eggs will rise 

to around 14.G kg/head by 1989, which corresponds to a total human 

consumption of 4 million tons. One may assume that other uses, notably 

eggs for .l':atching, would increase in parallel. Over the same period, 

usable domestic production is expected to rise to around 4.? million tons, 

a.n increase of ar-ound 0.3 million tons. IiJeanwhile, net domestic uses in 

l9U9 are expected to be around 4.3 million tons. 

tit). In 19tH, poult!'ymeat production reached the record level of 4.2 million 

tons and domestic demand increased to 3.8 million tons. 'fhe result was 

!'ecord net exports of about 400 000 tons. It may be estimated that per 

capita consumption will continue to increase from the current level of 

14 kg in 1981 to somewhere in the range 15.5 kg to 17.5 kg in 1989 (it may 

be noted that these projections are extremely sensitive to the hypotheses 

retained for the effects of the prices of alternative meato). Taking a 

rer capita consumption of 16.0 kg as the most likely projection for 1989, 

total domestic demand would rise from 3.8 million tons in 1981 to 

'l· 4 million tons in 1989· It is diff'icul t to make precise forecasts of 

future production levels; however, if one assumes that by 1989 world 

markets will have expanded so as to permit additional Community exports, 

one may estimate that production levels would increase to around 

tl.8 million tons by that date. 
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(h) Oilseeds 

50. J:!'or colza and rapeseed the Council fixed a guarantee threshold of 

2.15 million tons for 1982/83. If the average production in the three 

most recent marketing years exceeds this threshold, the target and 

intervention prices for the following marketing year are reduced by 1% for 

every 50 000 tons by which the threshold is exceeded. The present 

situation appears as follows : 

1980 harvest 

1981 

1982 

II 

.. 
3 year average 

1. 995 million tons 

1.998 

2.662 

II 

" 

II 

.. 
2.218 million tons 

1'hu~ the guarantee threshold is exceeded by more than 50 000 tons, and 

consequently the target and intervention price for 1983/84 should be 

reduced by 1%. 

51. ior the 1989 horizon, a substantial increase in production of colza and 

rape seed is f.orecast. 'l'he area sown to these products has al:!:·eady 

increased from 522 700 hectares in 1979 to 1 020 000 hectares in 1982. 

Since the area sown to sugarbeet is likely to decline, and there will 

probably be a re-orientation of cereals production, a continued increase 

in the area sown to colza and rape seed, of the order of 50 000 hectares 

per year on average, could be the result. Since yields will also 

increase, it may be forecast that the 1989 harvest could be of the order 

of 3. 7 million tons (an annual rate of increase of b%). The disposal of 

such a volume of production on the ma!'ket could encounter problems. These 

considerations underline the need for effective measures to be taken for 

the implementation of a guarantee threshold in the coming years. As 

regards the long-term objective for 198], the quantity previously 

suggested for 1985 (3.3 million tons) should be retained. Consequently, 

the guarantee threshold for 1983/84 should be fixed at 2.29 million tone. 
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(i) 'l'olmcco 

~2. '~.'he proctuction of leaf tobacco from t.he 1981 harvest 1-1at: )09 000 tons; 11 

small increase is forecast for the 1982 harvest, the latest estimates of 

production being of the order of 310 000 tons. In the three principal 

producing countries, production is inc~easing slightly in Italy and 

Greece, but it is continuing to decrease in li're.nce where there is an 

"!.ncrease in production of Burley and Vi!'ginia tobacco and a reduction in 

dark air cured tobacco. The marketing of tobacco from the 1981 harvest 

has been satisfactory; it is expected that less than 1% of Italian 

producti.on and about 10% of Greek production may be taken into 

intervention. 

~.~i. If there is no change in pol.i.cy in the tobacco sector, it may be estin;uted 

that the total area planted to tobacco (currently 175 000 hectares in the 

Cor:mmni ty of 10) will not change but, thanks to increasing yields, tobacco 

production could increase annually by 2% in the period up to 1989· Thus 

forecasts indicate that the 1989 harvest could be of the order of about 

307 000 tons of baled tobacco. In view of the.present declining trend in 

cigarette consumption in the EEC countries, it is probable that internal 

demnnd for tobacco uill be reduced if the quantities of varieties produced 

re~ain the same. However, the conversion already undertaken in favour of 

'American blend' varieties suggests that internal demand for these 

varieties will increase, in view of the potential for use of 'flue cured' 

and 'light a.ir cured' tobacco in cigarette manufacture in coming years. 

In this case, the Community's rate of self-sufficiency could increase f!-om 

45~; in 1981 to 55% in 1989. 



\ 
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54. Thus tne production of 246 000 tons of baled tobacco previously foreseen 

for 1988 has proved to be an underestimate. However, the development of 

exports to third countries helped the disposal of the Italian oriental 

tobacco from the 1981 harvest, and suggests that there will be outlets for 

the coming harvests. Meanwhile a large volume of tobacco held in 

intervention has been sold. Production in Greece has proved relatively 

stable since its accession. In view of the current rearket situation, the 

Commission does not intend to propose a production threshold, because of 

the deficit situation of tobacco in the Community. But the modulation of 

the annual price increases should be accentuated so as to support the 

varieties most in demand on the market. In the same framework, the level 

of premium will be fixed in the light of the results of the enquiry 

carried out in 1982. The measures to discourage sales to intervention 

should be maintained. 
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55 • .Vor .!.9b2 the harvest if, fo!'ecast at 170 million hectolitres, whiclt is 

G!'eater than the J~Ul llarvest of 139.4 million hectolitres, but not so 

la!'fC as the p!'oduction in 1979/80 which was L82.4 ~illion hectolitres in 

the Comn,uni ty of 'l'en. 

~~C. l'!ie production of wine in the Community va!'ies considerably from one 

~enuon to another. Neve!'theless, since the 1971/72 season it has shown an 

inc!'t::.J.sine t!'end (annual rate of inc!'ease of 0.5G~). }<~o!' the horizo11 

!.913'?, hvo scenarios are possible. If the measures recently adopted by the 

Courcil concerni~g distillation and the system of aid for must used for 

enrichnwut, together with the limitation of plant:Lngs and the measures for 

ubanaom.cnt of vineyards have their fulL effect, table wine production 

will stabilize at a!'ound its present ave!'age of 110 nillion hectolitres. 

')7. J\ fmall continuine increase is also I-OSSible. 'I'.his hy_;:;othesiG is based Oit 

the fact that the permanent grantine of an aid for the use of concentrated 

must fo!.' en!'ichment could lead to 3ome -j r1crense in y.Lelds. 'l'hus 

p~oauction of table wine could by l9b9 reach a level of 117 million 

ht:ctolit!'es (annual rate of increase of 0.29/b), to which Bhould tJe added 

~ur.1e 4.0 r: i1lion 1;ectol i tr-es of wine \-Tt!ich does not beuefi t from the i3) :c:ter.1 
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i 
! 

~,u. LJn 1 -Lkc v~·oduction, :internal unes of wine show a do>.JJ..-ard t!.'end, 1-1 L th ur: 

annual rate of reducti_ou of 0.75% between l'J71/72 and l:_ki.l/t32. On the nN· 

l1and, high levels of taxation in certain northern countries have limitea 

the increases in consumption of wine, while on the other hand there is a 

long-term decline in consumption of table wines in Italy and J<rance. 'i'he 

extrapolation of these trends to l9t39/90 would show uses of 128.2 million 

hectolitres by that date, compared with 136.2 million ir1 198l/L2. Given 

that consumption of quality wines is expected to increase still further in 

future, the negative trend of consumption of table wine will be even more 

pronounced. Thus the difference between production and consumption will 

probably continue to grow, even if the new policy succeeds in stopping the 

increase in production. 
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(k) Fruit and vegetables 

59· For certain kinds of fruit and vegetables, the 1982 harvest is higher than 

average. This is particularly the case for apples, for which production 

of 7.6 million tons is forecast, and also for peaches and plums. As 

regards processed fruit and vegetables, the Council in its 1982/83 price 

decisions fixed a guarantee threshold for tomatoes, and accepted that 

appropriate measures should be taken if this threshold is exceeded. 



Ag.>:"icuJ.. tural s tructt<res 

t:U. TLo ~;truc:;ure of the Community's agriculture i:; developinr:; relat~vely 

slowly. Durint; tr,e ten years 1970-80, in tne Community of J',ine, the 

number of ag!·icultural holdincs of l hectare or mo>:"e decreaseci by about 

1.6~ per year, reaching about 4.~ million in 1980, while the area of 

utilized ~gricultural land belonging to these holdin6s decreased by Jbout 

C.3(:, per year, reaching about 1:35.7 million hectare~3 in l9BO. 'l'he &verae;e 

size of these holuin6s increased from 1).5 to 17.7 hectares of utilized 

a 1;ricul tural land. 'rhe rate of change in the agricultural work-force was 

raore rapid; from 19'70 to 1980 it diminished by an averat;e of ).);:_, a 

year. Even during the period of economic recession in recent years, there 

wus a relatively high rate of reduction in ag:dcul tural el'l}:loyn,ent, whicll 

di.r::i.nished by 2.4~ in 1<)79, 2.2~b in 1980 and an estimated 3.1% ir, l9til. 

~1. The preceding fi~ures give a brief picture of the development of the 

Corrr:uni ty' s agricultural structure. It is haru ly ncce:.:JSary to add that 

t~ese Con~~nity averages conceal very con8ideratle aiffercnces between 

HernbE:r ~States. 

tJ~'. '1'he Con;rr, is~; i.on considers that for the long-tern, developr:,ent of CoHunun.:. t.Y 

:1gr·icul tu re, and for the improvement of a~ricul.tural incomes, c.nd for t.tw 

procressive reduction of disparities between income levels within 

agriculture, and between agriculture and the rest of the economy, the 

structural policy should play a more important role. It is not througt 

a!lnuaJ increases in the comraon prices that the Community will succeed in 

inte(~c:·at-:.ng aGriculture into the general economy, or help farmers in 

disadvantaged regior.cs to participate in the process of rural development. 

;~ow tlla t the basic directives concerning agricultural s-:;ructure are 

appc:·oachinc their dates of expiry - v1hich have been prolonged by the 

Council in most cases to 31 December 1983 - the ConJlll:i.nsion corwiders that 

the structural policy should be reviewed and reinforced, just as tlJe 

policy of prices and markets itself is in the }J!'OCL'SS of adaptation. 
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fhe ~easures of socio-structural policy in agriculture will have to be 

amp:Lified in order to: 

- tnke more account of the diversity of agricultural conditions within the 

Community, and the different degrees of economic development which exist 

at the regional level; 

- encou!'ac;e the reorientation and diversification of p!'oductions and the 

introduction of new products and new production systems; 

- e~ploit more fully the oppo!'tunities offered by improvements in product 

quality, and the efficiency of the channels of processing and marketing; 

- inc!'ease tte contribution made by agricultural research and advisory 

se~vices to facilitating the changes needed in agriculture. 

Tte Commission will therefore make proposals shortly concerning the 

J.ong-tern, developr:1ent of the structural directives in agriculture. 

lA. !'J"illiwllile the Commission will shortly submit to the Council a series of 

rnensure::; for ir1tegrated programmes for the economic development of the 

tlediterranean regions, including not only measures in the agricultural 

:;ector but measures in other sectors and for the general development of 

rer;iona l infrastructure. 
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P!'oposal.s for corrJnon rric.:es 

b5. In submitting its price proposals for the 1983/84 ~a~keting year, the 

Commission must take into account a number of different elements, 

includinc the market situation and prospects for the different products, 

the development of incomes in agriculture, the consequences for consumers 

and for the Community budget, and the general economic situation in the 

Corrmuni ty. 

bt. hs regards the market situation, the long-term trends remain a matter of 

serious concern. For several important products, the rate of increase in 

Community production continues to be hicher than ti1e increase in Community 

comJi.liHption; meanwhile on the external markets, despite an act i. ve export 

policy, the Community like other exporters encounters limited 

possibilities because effective demand is governed by the lack of economic 

growth and the growing problem of indebtedness on the part of the 

::_ml•orting countries. As the Community is a net exporter of a number of 

n~ricultural product~, it is in its own interest tu contribute to the 

0taLilization of world markets, within the framework of its international 

o bl iga tions. 
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(J7. 'l'be development of aericvltural incomes in .1.982 has, on the otl1er hand, 

been more favourable than for many years, despite the delay in the price 

decisions for 1':)82/83, which were not adopted Ly the Council until 

18 f.lay 1982. The average increase in common p!'ices, expressed in national 

money, for the 1981/82 and 1982/83 marketing years was slightly higher 

than the average rate of inflation in the Community. In most I>:ember 

3tates, the prices received by producers for their output have increased 

wore rapidly than the prices of their inputs. In addition, the volllrne of 

aericultural production in 1982 has been at record levels. As a result of 

all these factors, ag!'icultu!'al incomes (as measured ty net value added 

per unit of labour em1Joyed) have increased in all ~ember States more 

rapidly than inflation (as measured by the irnplici t price of GDP), and it 

~s provisionally forecast that average agricultural incomes in the 

Community will increase in 1982 by more than 5% in real terms. After a 

period of three successive years during which agricuitural incomes 

de cl i.ned in real te:rms, 1982 therefore marks a year of recovery. 

L>~. ln assessing the prospects for agricultural incomes ic the coming year 

J.983, account must also be taken of: 

- the continuing potential for improved productivity in agriculture, due 

to more efficient use of labour, machinery and capital, and to the 

development of i~proved breeds of animals and varleties of crops; 

the continuing positive effects of the 1982/83 price decisions, which 

will have their full impact only in 1983; 

t:1e prices i ncreBses resulting f!'on green devaluations implemented or 

decided by the Council since the 1982/b) price decisions (in June 198~ 

for Greece, Ireland and lJenu:ar·k and in October 1982 for Be lgiurn, 

Luxembourg and France), which represent an averafe increase in 

agricultural support prices in national money of 1.1% for the Community. 
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71. It is against this general background that the Commission submits its 

proposals for 1983/84, taking account of the objectives of the EEC Treaty, 

and in particular of the long-term programme set out in the Commission's 

memorandum "Guidelines for European Agriculture" of October 1981. The 

Commission considers that a "norm" of 5-5% for the increase in the common 

prices is appropriate for the majority of products, with higher or lower 

increases for certai~ other products, taking account of the market 

situation and prospects. For cereals, a significantly lower increase is 

proposed, as a further stage in the programme to reduce the gap between 

Community cereals prices and those of its principal competitors, and a 

lower increase is also proposed for sugar. For certain Mediterranean 

products, higher increases are proposed. Meanwhile, for the products for 

which the guarantee thresholds fixed for 1982/83 have been exceeded 

(cereals, colza, milk) the Commission proposes a corresponding 

modification of the intervention prices for 1983/84, so that the effective 

increase in these intervention prices is reduced. Details of the prices 

proposed for each product are given in the summary in paragraph 81 and in 

the table at the end of this volume. 

JroEosals for dismantling moneta!Y compensatory amounts 

72. As regards the agrimonetary measures and the dismantling of monetary 

compensatory amounts, the Commission considers that the 1983/84 price 

fixing should allow the Community to make another step towards 

re-establishing the unity of the market. The monetary compensatory 

amounts effectively applied at the present time (20.12.82) are as follows: 

Germany 

Netherlands 

United Kingdom 

Italy 

Belgium 

Luxembourg 

France 

per cent 

+ 8.4 

+ 5·4 

+ 5-l 

- 2.3 

- 3·1 

- 3-1 

- 5-3 
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73· According to the guidelines set out in the "Gentlemen's Agreement" of 

1979, substantial reductions of the monetary compensatory amounts, botb 

positive and negative, should be made. It is essential that the Community 

should continue the progress made in this sense in the context of the 

1982/83 price decisions in May 1982, whose effect was limited by the 

monetary adjustments within the European Monetary System in June 1982. 

The Commission considers that the 1983/84 price fixing should allow the 

Community to make another significant step towards re-establishing the 

unity of the agricultural market in order to avoid distortions in 

competition in trade and to achieve a more equitable situation between 

farmers in the different Member States. 

74. In the case of the positive MCAs, the Commission therefore proposes 

adaptations of the green rates for the United Kingdom and the Netherlands 

such as to lead to a reduction of 2.3 points in their positive MCAs, and 

for Germany a reduction of 2.8 points. In the case of the negative MCAs, 

the Council has already in October 1982 decided certain adaptations of the 

green rates (to come into effect at the beginning of the subsequent 

marketing years) such as to eliminate the MCAs for Belgium and Luxembourg 

and to reduce the MCA for France by 3 points. In view of the general 

economic policies applied by the Member States concerned - policies which 

the Community must encourage - the Commission proposes no further 

adaptations of these green rates at the present stage. 

75. The Commission is, however, in favour of the elimination of the MCAs as 

soon as possible. It considers that the proposals included in this 

package represent a minimum dismantling, and it therefore reserves the 

possibility of making supplementary proposals at a later stage in the 

course of the discussions on agricultural prices. It also reserves the 

possibility to modify its proposals in the light of subsequent monetary 

developments, for example in the case of the pound sterling whose rate of 

exchange has gone down substantially in recent weeks. 
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Effect on·fooci prices 

76. In its proposals the Commission has taken full account of the impact on 

prices to consumers. In the period 1978 to 1982 food prices in the 

Community rose at an average yearly rate of 11.6%, while consumer prices 

in general rose at a rate of 12.3%, and agricultural producer prices at a 

rate of 9.4%. However, in 1982 prices received ·by agricultural producers 

a!"e forecast to rise by 12%, while consumer pri·ces are expected to 

increase by 10.5%. 

77. The Commission estimates that the present proposals will result in: 

- an increase of less than 2% on average in consumer r;rices for food :tu 

the Community (expenditure on food was estimated at 226 ailliard ECU for 

1980). 

- this corresponds to an increase of about 0.3% on the cost of living. 

In view of the forecast increase of 8.8% in consumer prices in general for 

1983, the Commission considers that the impact of the proposals on 

consumers will be modest. 

7H. The effect of the proposals on prices fo!" producers and consumers in the 

different Hember States will be different according to the adjustment of 

their green rates and the importance of the various products in the 

structure of their production and consumption.. The table at the end of 

this volume gives an estimate of the effects on average support prices in 

national money, and on consumer prices in each Member State. 
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7~. In assessing the consequences of the proposals for food prices, it must b0 

!'ecalled that increases in the comruon agricultural p:=-ices have thei:=

offect at the stage of..farm-gate or first processing, which reJ::=-esents 

only about a third of the cost of food to the consumer; other elements of 

cost in the food chain such as processing, packaging, transport and 

marketing are not directly affected by the common agricultural policy, and 

cannot be taken into account in this assessment. Moreover, the impact of 

the con~on price increases on the various products depends on a series of 

seasonal and market factors : for example, if marKet prices for a prouuct 

are higher than intervention prices, an increase in common prices will 

have little or no immediate effect. Therefore the full effect of thene 

proposals on food prices may not be felt immediately in 1983 and 1984, bat 

may be spread over a period of time, and the estimated effect on food 

rrices represents the maximum long-term impact. 
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Financial consequences 

80. The consequences for the Community budget of the proposals for 

prices and related measures will be felt only partly in 1983, and 

more fully in 1984. The Commission estimates that the net impact of 

the proposals on the budget, that is the additional expenditure from 

the Guarantee Section of FEOGA minus the increase in agricultural 

own resource8. would be about 330 million ECU in 1983 and about 

640 million ECU in 1984. 

81. The aim of the Commission is to ensure that the rate of increase in 

agricultural expenditure remains below that of own resources. This 

objective applies to a multiannual period, because of the erratic 

nature of the factors determining agricultural expenditure, in 

particular world prices. In recent years, the objective has been 

attained, with an increase in the Guarantee Section of FEOGA of 8.3% 

in 1980, a reduction of 3% in 1981, and an increase of 13.6% in 1982. 

82. The 1983 draft budget, which was established on the basis of data 

available in May - June 1982, includes 14.050 million ECU for the 

Guarantee Section of FEOGA. These credits take no account of 

additional expenditure due to the 1983/84 price decisions, nor of 

the conjunctural developments on the markets since that date. In 

these circumstances, after the fixing of the agricultural prices the 

Commission will, at the appropriate moment, present a supplementary 

budget, taking account also of the conjunctural developments. At 

the present stage it may be estimated that the average rate of 

increase of agricultural expenditure between "1980" (average of 

1979-1980-1981) and 1983 (1983 draft budget plus incidence in 1983 

of the present price proposals) will be 9-7%, which remains lower 

than the average rate of increase of own resources of 9.9% for the 

same period. 
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Summary of prop~~als . 

a,. The· princ.iPf4:l t.atu~e ·o~. the Co~es~on '.~ ~~Qposals fo~ t~e different 

products, includiq bot~ .the proPQsals f.or common prices and the related 

measures, may be e~ri·sed. •s ·~ollows: 

Cereals ~Common interv~nt~on.price for feed grains· 

~barley, .maiz~, .. ~e) and· reference price for. 

wheat (b~~adwbeat o:r average ,qua~ity): 

• Effective.increase in these prices, taking 
. . 

acco~t.of reduction.du~ to 1982/83 guarantee 
.. 

threshold of 119·5 m. tons being exceeded: 

- In.tervent'-o~ price to.r ·durtUD. ·~~eat: 

Aid for· durwrt..lfhe~t: 

. ... Guarantee thresho.ld. in~reased to ·120. 56 in. 

tons for 19~3./84. 

- :~ntii:J.~tion ·of efforts to s.tabilise vol~e 

of imports .of cereals s:~bs~itutes, in particular 

·corn gl~ten·feed. 

- Improvem,e:nt.; of. qual~ty t~rouBh. adjus:~ent of. 

. priee :fo~ brea.dwh~~~ Qf. ~n~Wil quaii t~. 

- Reinforcement. ot .quality criteria for expor.t. 

· .. :. . ·. 

- Interve~tion p~·ce for pa,tdy ·~ice:.: 
. . .. ··: 

•. ·_ .· .. 

- .. Basic prioe·r.or.·~11B&.r.J)~~t ·and intervention 

. . ~r:f:,ce for wllit.. sqar.: 

... Thre.shol.Ci, prto~ for m~lase~.iu 
.. ~ .. 

Olive .. oil ·. - Price·e. .nd .. ~:i~~:, .. 

. ·.· .... 
;;: 

+ 4 % 

+' %. 

+ 4.6% 
+ 5·5% . 

·.+ 4·· % . 

·.+: 6 % 
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- Colza and rape seed: 

Target price and intervention price: 

Effective incre~tse in these prices, 

taking account of reduction due to 

1982/83 guarantee threshold of 2.15 m. 

tons being exceeded: 

Guarantee threshold increased to 

2.29 m. tons for 1983/84. 

- Sunflower seed and soya seed 

- Flax seed 

Pr·otein Products 

Fibre Products 

Wine 

Tobacco 

- Peas and beans 

- Dried fodder and dehydrated potatoes: 

- Cotton: 

- Flax and hemp: 

Guide prices: 

- Beginning of mark~ting yea~ on 1 September 

i~stead of 16 Decerebe~ 

Community fina~cial ?articipation in 

information ~nd promotion campaigns. 

Guide prices and interven~ion prices, 

according to variety: 

Fruit ~~d vegetables 

Basic prices (except tomatoes) and 

marketing premiums: 

- Basic price for tomatoes: 

i\ 
\ 

+ 5-5% 

+ 4-5% 

+ 6 % 

+ 6-5% 

+ 6 % 

+ 7 % 

+ 6 % 

+ 5-5% 

+ 4 % to 

+ 7-5% 

+ 5.5% 

+ 3-5% 
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- TargGt and intervention prices: 

!~ffective increase in intcrven tion p~:i.ces, 

taking account of ~eduction due to 1982 cuarantoe 

th~eshold being exceeded: + j.lU~ 

- Guarantee threshold for 1983 equal to t11a t for 

J 9t:2 plus o. 5%. 

- M3intenance of eo-responsibility levy ut the sume 

rate (2.07;) and the same conditions acJ in 

l9C:l2 /.LS~e3. 

Continuation of 120 willion ECU income sup~ort fo~ 

small milk producer~. .. 
Continuation of special measures for rtispoaol of 

butter stocks, including consuu,er subsidies. 

Extension of Community financial contribution to 

nc!10ol milk subsidy. 

- Guide price and intervention ~rice: 

- Introauction of Community grill for inte~vention 

purposes. 

- Continuation of existin1; pr<;I::-:..umn for l~8)/t;4. 

- Basic p!'it:e: 

- Adaptation of aids 
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1. 

CEREALS 

I. PHICl.!!S 

1.1. 'l'his Coo.mission proposal is in line with the app~ooch duscribed in its 

1nemo~andum· of 23 October 1981 "Guidelines fo'!' Eu'!'O}>ean A5:-iculture" and 

r;ith the measures adopted fo~ the 1982/83 marketing y£:ar. '(he olJ.)cct~.\il\ 

\'tas to bring the ce'!'eals market into bette!" balance at an acceptable cor-;t 

to the budget while er1surinG that fa!'m incomes \Vcre ~wtis.factory. 

'ro this end, the decisions adopted by the Council and tho Commisoion ··~re 

princ!pally intended: 

to reduce the gap between Community prices and the prictJs of the major 

producing countries which compete with the Community on export m~rket~; 

- to modulate the price guarantees by introducing a guu~antee threshold; 

- to in~prove the structure of prices. fo:o the various ce:-eals und to 

tighten up the quality standards for intervention; 

- to limit the entry of cereal substitutes. 

'i'tle continuous improvement in,asricultural productivity and the arowth in 

cheap imports of substitute products, together with tho slo\f rise in. 

oonswnption, mean that where cereals are concerned, the Community is 

becoming increasingly depende!lt on external markets. 

The harvest for the 1982/8' marketing year set a ne\i record, adding 

sul)stantially to the quanti. ties avails ble for export compared with. the 

1981/82 marketing yea!', when 11.8 million tonnes of common ·wheat !lnd 

5.4 ntllion tonnes of barley were exported. 

., 
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1.2. In viev of the above outlook, the Comr.ission ::s prorosirlg a cflllt::..ou:' 

price policy for ceree:ls for the 19D)/b4 marketin!; ye~::;.-::. 

The p!'oposal has three elements, as follows: 

- an incre.'lse correnponding to the genera.~ guidelin8 :r'cr the nc:.ic;,tl. tu ~·~t.>

price proposals; 

- n reduction of 2.L9 ~CU/t in the 

t:ne second stage in a gradual nar:cowing of the gap bet~:een Comrr:uni t:. 

p:-:-::.ct:~s and the p:o:-ices of the major eXJ;Orting countr·:LeG: 

- application of A:o:-ticle 3a of Regulation (BEC) No 2727/7~ (s~c basis of 

calculation at point 1.14). 

1.3. Even in the context of a p:-:-oposal fo:-:- a limited E' ::.nC?:'t?I:HiC 1 the 

Commission is continuing its policy of improving lJUaJi. ty. In pa:-:-ticu1·ir, 

i.n view of U1e growing surpluses of lo\\·-qunli:y common wheat. tLc 

ct:_fference beb1een the price for cow:ton >;hen t of rninirnllm hreadmak 

quality and the conunon intervention ce must be reduced. 

'rhe gap is :w.8'.h at present. It ::.s p:.--oposed that it be fixed at 10. 
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1.4. In order not to discourage the production of rye of breaclmakinc quality, 

~he Corr~ission intends to raise by 5-5% the special increase provided for 

in Hegulation (EEC) No 1570/77. The current level (5.44 ECU/t) has 

remained unchanged since the 1978/79 marketing year. 

1. 5. lt'or durum wheat, the Commission proposes that the intervention price be. 

increased in the same way as for common wheat. An increase of 5-5% iu 

the aid is proposed. 

i.6. Since the accession of Greece, Greek production of durum wheat han risen 

steeply and greatly exceeds the requirements of Greece's own market. The 

location of much of this production, and i.nfrastructural problems, makes 

it particularly difficult and expensive to export the surpluses. 

J:Ieanwhile, the other Member States have an import requirement. 

In order to take better account of the special features of the situation 

in Greece, the Commission is envisaging, in the context of the Greek 

memorandum on future relations with·the European Communities, the 

·adoption of appropriate measure~ with. the aim of facilitating the sale of 

dururn wheat surpluses to .the other Nember States. In particular~ 
sufficient quantities would be stored at the places best located fo~ such 

sales. 

1. 7. 'rhe rr:.onthly increases applied throughout the .cereals sector are increased 

by s. 5%. 

1.8. 'l'he price p:-oposals are summarized in paragraph 1.13 • 

. -... ~~: 
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II. GUAHAN'l'EI~ '.:.'HRESHOLD 

1.9. Tte guarantee threshold for the 1982/85 markot~ng yoar lilis 1een set at 

119.5 mill.ion tonnes for all cereals with the exception of due'Ur.< whe~..<L. 

The aim of this guarantee threshold is to Lnflmmce 1Jroduction in the 

rnediu1:1 term. 'fhe t.hreshold envisaged for 1987/'du is 1?6 million 

tonnes. In view of the world market outlook. it :if; pro:toosed t11at tlis 

~arne figure be kept for 1988/89. 

The Conmission is therefore proposing that the guarantee thrc8hold fo~ 

the l9fl3/84 marketing year be set at 120.56 million tonnes. 

I II. Ct:J:E:AL SL:BSTITUTES 

l..l.O. Three rwasures have been adopted in respect of cereal substitutes in the 

1982/c~3 marketing year: 

( ~J) l·Lm i ting the quanti ties of manioc :i.mported on favot:rii ble terli!H 

introducing quotas beyond which the cereal levy (barley) will be 

applied; 

(b) adjusting the levies applied to impo~ted urans ana ffiiliinc 

by-products; 

(c) establishint: a direct link between the volur.:e of imported substitute 

products and the level of the guarantee threshold. 

The Commission is continuing its efforts within UATT to control imports 

of corn gluten feed in particular. 
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IV. CARRY-OVBR PAYMENT 

1.11. In the light of the applications submitted under the decision on the 

1981/62 carry-over payment, the Commission has examined the list of 

:products for which this payment is cu~rently mado. It has ::-eached the 

conclusion that, in view of the deficit of maize, there is no longer any 

justification for including it in the list of products which qualify fo!· 

the payment. 

V. REINFORCENENT 01!., THE QUALITY CRITERIA ],OR EXPOH~ 

1.12. In ::-ecent ma~keting years the Commission has reinforced the quality 

c~iteria for intervention. To enable these measures to have thei~ full 

effect in the medium term and to st::-engthen the Community's posi tior1 as 

a supplier of cereai products on world markets, the Commission proposes 

application of a minimum quality for export and, separately, IUcasures 

p::-oviding for the mo::"e detailed ce::"tification on a volunta::"y basis of 

the quality of common. wheat exported. 
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VI. PRIC~ PROPO~ALS FOR l983/8L 

1.1). 

=============================================================================== 

Prices 
1982/83 

ECU/t 

Proposed 
increase 

in ~~ 

Proposal 
1983/84 

ECU/t 

Corrected 
proposal ( -1;£,) : 
(application 
of Art. 3a of : 
Reg. 2727/75) : 

:-----------------------------:---------:----------:----------:---------------: 
l. Common single interven

tion price 

2. Target price for feed 
Grains (maize, barley, 
rye) 

). Hefe~ence price fo~ 
medium-quality bread
mRking common wheat 

4. 'I'urget price for cornmon 
wheat 

{.: 
j• Intervention price for 

d u :':'Uill wheat 

(). Target price for 
durum 1-1hea t 

'(. :3pccial increase for 
brcadmaking rye 

U. Aid for uurum wheat 

~. Monthly increases for 
bas~c products : 
- durur:t wheat 
- otter cereals 

179.27 

228.27 

209.10 

250.61 

298.36 

339.20 

5.44 

92.85 

2.62 
2.44 

+ 4X 186.44 :184.58 (+2.96%): 

+ 4.34%: 23c:l.17 

+ 4~~ 

+ 4.31>~: 

+ 4.6% 

+ 4.78~: 

+ ? • 57~ 

+ 5.5% 

+ 5.5% 
+ 5.5;:t 

217.46 :215.29 (1) + 
(2.96>b): 

261.41 

312.08 

)?':1.42 

5.74 

97.96 

2.76 
2.57 

(l) 'l'hi:?. price is reduced by ll.b2 ECU/t if intervention measures are applied 
at the level of minimum br.ead making quality. 
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VIL AFPLICA'l'lOJJ OF AWi'ICLE 3a 01.- REGULATION (KEC) NO 2727/75 

l.J4. io:· the 1')83/84 marketing year the 1% reduction in common intervention 

J:r:ices (except for durum wheat) and in the reference p:r-ice, in 

bccordance with Article 3a of Regulation (EtC) No 2727/75, is based on 

the follow~.nc: 

f! 

l. (n) Gua!'nntee threshold 1982/83 

{b) Cereil substitutes imported in 1980/81 

(l3.u million t) 

(c) Corrected r.;uarantee threshold 

(d) lYar{r,in by which the guarantee threshold 

is exceeded 

(e) Act:ivat.!.nc threshold 

c:. ::ef e :o:-e nc e harvest~>: 

;950 ll<J. 771 million t 

JS<Ul 117.1370 million t 

19[!2 124.912 million t 

Avera{;o 

3· (2 - l) 

119. 5 million t 

0 

119.5 million t 

1.0 million t 

120. 5 million t 

120.851 million t 

0.351 million t 
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(0776P) 

EICE 

~~e rice harvest in 1982 has shown a marked increase compared with 1981 

( +£', • G~:) and thus the reduction tn rice production :i.n the Cormauni ty over 

the previous two years appears to have been halted. Overall, rice ir1 

1982 occupies 4.5;t; ;nore area than in l9Cil. In particular, great effo::-ts 

have been made in l<'rrmce to arrest the long-term decline in rice 

production in the Camargue. 

It:d.y a.lso hns seen a strong improvement, with !Jroduction up by t3.4:£. 

Production in Greece has remained stable. 

2.::·. r;~xmnination of the rice market and orr,anization points to a nuruber of 

characteristic factors vrhich indicate that certain measures sbould be 

adopted to ennble more effective market management. In particular, the 

following conclusions may already be drawn at this stage: 

the narrowly limited nature of the rice market :::·esults in a lack of 

transparency which hinders market management; 

- ussessment of the supply and demand balance witLin the Community, and 

tl1e correct err:ployment of management tools, for cxarr:ple expo~t policy, 

arc made difficult by the lack of precise knowledge of iLternal 

supply. A declaration each year of the rice harvest and rice stocks by 

both 1Jr'Oducers and the ~ice-milling industry is therefore necessary; 

evaluation of the moveraent of both Community and world prices is 

unce::-tain. Internal market prices for paddy rice in areas of 

p~oduction do net appear to be influenced by the level of the 

inte::'vention price and indeed are recularly situatea well nbove that 

price. In contrast, internal prices do appear to be sensitive to the 

ope~~tion of the Community's export refund policy. In concequence, to 

t:3tabl~sh a more stable price equilil;:"iun, the Commission intends to 

•levelop at tne level of day-to-aay market ~anu~ement an export policy 

that will more closely relate the availability of export refunds to the 

Jir·: ce and sup ply posi t:Lon on the internal market. 
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2.3. 'l'he Commission's examination of the rice market organization is 

conti!tuing and may serve as the basis fo:: further proposals for 

improvement in ma::ket management. 

rrice proposals 

2.4. It is prOJJOsed to incre.sse the intervention price for :paddy rice by 

5.5~. In accordance with Article 4 of Regulation (EEC) No 1418/76, the 

t<:L'"f~ct price is derived from the intervention price by taking account o:· 

the technical factors cited there. In total, these factors produce an 

increase of 5-3~ in the target price for the 1983/84 marketin~ year. 

2.. ~'. As ro~1E·d ~1 tlw monthly increments it is proposed to apply the same 

increase as that proposed for cereals (5.5%). 

Eela ted measures 

2.0. It is proposed that an Article 25a be aadea to ilegulation (c~C) 

;(o l4lL/76 requiring that a decla::a tion of' the rice harvest and of rice 

stacks be made each year by rice producers and rr,illers. 

2.?. iurthermore, the Commission recalls proposals already put to the Counci~, 

in order to amend: 

A~ticlc 4 of Regulation (BEC) ~o 1418/7£, removine the requiremc~t tth~ 

inte::-vent:Lon centres for rice be fixed anew each yea::-, allmvi:J.g ttose 

cu;·!·ently fixed to be subsequently arr.ended >lhen necessa::y (cm:(7CJ) 37G 

r-i. na l art • l , pa r • 2 ) ; 

Art.:.cle lla) of Her:ulation (EEC) I;o 1410/76 to exclude ser::d.-rr.illed rice 

f~iG the subsidy payab.Le or. deliveries oi ::-ice from I·lemter States to 

H8tHlion ( COI1(82) 34;; final); 

Art:.cle 18 of Regulation (Bt;C) i!o :4J...o/7G to include all the rice 

products listed under Article l of ttat Hegulation within the scope of 

the provision enablinf; the Council to IJrohibit the use, in total or in 

pu:rt, of inward processing arrangerr.cnts (co;~l(79) 376 final, art. l, 

par. 4). 

'£henc rroposals should be decided in t~;e Y181i::' futu::-e • 
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SlHiAR 

T. MARKET SITUATION 

~.1. ~he price proposals for aup,ar for l983/A4 ta~e account not onlv or 

related price increase proposals in other sectors but above all cf t~e 

followinp, facts: 

(~) the sector has the rip,hest self-sufficiency ~qte of all sectors 

sub,iect to a common ''Tiarket organization; for l'?82/R3 and l98~/E2 it 

will exceerl l~o%; 

(r·) sup;ar production is :letermtned partly by the procuction quota sy·stem 

anri the level of common prices and world ITBrket prices, and pa~tl:v ·-:.:' 

sugar yields per hectare. 

1.?. Mflr-? rommuni t~r ~u~arbeet .qc~eA.ge was extenrled hy growers b:v more L .--.,~ ... ~ .-.£ 

in 19Pl/R2, then reducer! by Cj'f, in 198?/R). These fluctuations were 

rn<Jinlv the consequence of fluctua:.ions in the world market price, .rl-fich 

rose in l9A0/81, then dropped in 1981/R?. In France, Italy and Ge~wa~, 

the extension of acreage in 1980/Al was followed by a contraction in 

l'.JR?/A~; in Benelux, where a "mixed price" system is ope!'ated, the 

su~arbeet acrP~ge remained constant from 1981/82 to l98?/A3. 
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~.~. Sup:~r vielrl per hectare is again expected to attain a record level of 

7.~ t/ha in lQ82/83, confirming a significant change in the level 

hitherto regarded as normal (EC average 1972/81: f.05 t/ha = 100; ··~ 

average lg77/8l: 6.70 t/ha = lll~; marketing years 11}31/8?. and }.98?/83: 

7.?7 t/h'l = 12m). 

~.A. As R result of these changes in acreage and ~ield, nroductia~ - wh~~h 

attained 15m tonnes in lQ8l/R2 -Should total 1~.7 million tonn~s ~~ 

lQ8?/8~, against a consumption figure o~ 9.~ rril~ion tonnes. Allo~~~~ 

for imports, particularly of preferer.tial sugar, the aval:i.c:b} P: sur:_~.~:l s 

shoul~ amount to 6.A million tonnes in lQ82/8~, compared with 6.ry -~-:~c~ 

tonnes in 1981/82. In both marketing years, hal: of the avai:J.h::le 

surplus consists of C sugar. 

""· !:i. Durinp: 1 QRO/Rl and 1981/8? the situation on the world !i1arket v:as rr.arke(: 

hy a substantial excess of production over consumption. In 1982/83 a 

similar excess is to be expected and will bring an increase in ~~e Lrue 

~~nrplus o: final stocks (stocks in excess of normal stocks), taking them 

f~om R million tonnes to 13 million tonnes. Since consumption has 

rem,qined "!xtremely slup;gish for several years and is not likelv tc 

inc~eRse perceptibly in the short term there is little likelihoori of any 

fundamentAl improvement in the world market in 1983/84. ';'he outcome of 

t~ese persistent surpluses has been a decline jn prices since 1gs1. In 

3eptember lQRl nrices dropped to their low"!st leve1: at 10.5 cts/1 h they 

we~P ¥ell below the ISA nrice bracket (13 cts/lh- ?~ cts/lb). In 1q82 

tre price fall continued, re,qcting an all-time low of 5.5 cts/lb in 

~eptemher of that year. 
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~.~. SugAr vielrl per hectare is again expected to attain a record level of 

7."' t/ha in 1Q82/83, confirming a significant change in the level 

hitherto regarded as normal (EC average 1972/81: f.05 t/ha = 100; ''f: 

average 1977/81: 6.70 t/ha = lll~; marketing years 11:£1/8?. and }.98?/83: 

7. '?7 t /h 'l = 12ffi) • 

~.A. As R result of these changes in acreage and ~ield, nroductio~ - wh~~h 

attained 15 m tonnes in 1Q81/R2 - shoulo total 1~.7 million tonnF-s ::_ -

lQ8?/8"', against a consumption figure o~ 9.~ rril~ion tonnes. Allo~~~~ 

for imports, particularly of preferer.tial sugar, the aval:ic:b} P sur:_~.~:l s 

shoul~ amount to 6.A million tonnes in lQ82/8~, compared with 6.ry -~·:::_c~ 

tonnes in 1981/B?. In both marketing years, hal:' of the avai:J.c-~::le 

surplus consists of C sugar. 

~. S. nurin,o: 1 QBO/Rl and 1981/B? the situation on the world !i1arket v:as rrarke(: 

hy a substantial excess of production over consumption. In 1982/83 a 

~imilar excess is to be expected and will bring an increase in :~e Lrue 

~~llrplus o: final stocks (stocks in excess of normal stocks), taking them 

f~om R million tonnes to 13 million tonnes. Since consumption has 

rem!3.ined "!xtremely slup;gish for several years and is not likel:r tc 

inc~eRse perceptibly in the Rhort term there is little likelihoorl of any 

fundamentAl improvement in the world market in 1983/84. ';'he outcome of 

t~eRe persistent surpluses has heen ~decline jn prices Rince 1gR1. In 

3eptember lQRl nrices dropped to their lowest leve1: at 10.5 cts/1b they 

we~e veil below the ISA nrice bracket (13 cts/lh- ?~ cts/lb). In 1q82 

tre price fall continued, reacting an all-time low of 5.5 cts/lb in 

~eptember of that year. 



I I. PFICES OF STTGARBEET AND SUGAR 

7 .P. Tn the rommission's view, Rn increase of not more than t,-'! in the ba~ic 

rrice for beet would correspond to such a policy. ~o ensure that the 

con~trBinin~ effect of this increase is not thwarte~ Rt the processing 

stape, the increase in the intervention price for s~gar must also be 

limjte~ to the same figure. A policy on these lines is esHen~ial 

especially as the new Regulation (EF.C) No 1785/Rl has given all 

pro~ucers the possibility of opting for ~he «mixed pr~ce" system, a~d 

heet growers 11nd su<sar mAnuf,qcturers in four T·Tember States (Balgium, 

GreecP, TtA.ly ·"lnti the 1\letherlanrls) have .<:~lreRtiy done so. l'his system 

irons out much of the constraining effect of ,qny differentiatic.n between 

price ~nArantees at P-rower level. 

"i.q. ':'he Cornmis.sion would point out that the proposed incree.se in the 

r-dW"'rheet price is an increasP. in the bA.sic price, whereas the rninirnum 

prices for A beet and B beet Rre determined in relation to th<! mdxirrum 

nerm]tte~ hA.sic production levy Rnd the maximum permitted B levy. At 

present, in accordance with Reeulation (FEC) No 1785/81, it is proposed 

trat t'he minimum price for A beet should be qf{t and the minimum price 

for B beet shoul~ be 68% of the basic price, subject, in the case of the 

mjnimum nrice for B beet, to a subsequent increase in r;he maximum 

permitten B levy. 
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TTI. fJNANriAI, FF.SPONSIFILTTY OF PROIDCF.R8 

7 .1 o. '"'he first yeAr of application of the new system in which producers 1'ellr 

full financial responsibility for losses resultin~ from the disposal of 

production surpluses has shown that the maximum permitted amounts of ?% 
of the intervention price for the basic prorluction levy and 3(J/, for the 

~ l~vv fRilerl to cover the full cost of refunds o~ the quantities to be 

taken into account for calculatine the abovementioned losses in 

lQAI/A?. ronsequently, the Commission and the Council decided in June 

lO?~ to raise the maximum amount of the B levy to 37.5% of the 

jntervention price for 1982/83. If there is no considerable improvement 

in world ~arket prices during 1982/83, it is to be feared that the 

proceeds ~rom the production levies will fail to cover fully the 

relevant financial costs for that marketing year. 

~.11. Tf thiq fear w~s confirmed in 1982/8~, the Commission and the Council 

would he obliged to take the decision to raise once again the maximum B 

Jevv to -z,?."i'f. of the intervention price for 10R3/84. mhis means that, 

AS in 1QR2/8~, minimum prices for beet in 1983/84 will be 98% of the 

hasjc price for A heet and 60.51 for R beet; for C beet the price will 

depend on world market prices for sugar (at present these prices al~w 

pRvment of r, beet at around 3ot. of the hasic price). 
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TV. RF.TimURSEl'•Ui!NT OF STORAGE COSTS 

~.}?. ~e rommission notes that the interest rates obtaining in the past few 

months in the Community have dropped. The decline is expected to 

continue. The Commission therefore considers it warranted to reduce the 

standard interest rate used for calculating the reimhursenent of storage 

coAts from 13~ to 11% for 198j/R4. Accordingly, it is proposed that the 

rouncil should reduce the monthly reimbursement amount from 

().()"i F:rTT/100 kg, applied in lqR?/R3 to 0.57 EC'U/100 kg for 1983/84. By 

reducing the reimbursement in this way it will be possible to maintain 

the RtorapP levy at 4.?S ECU/100 k~ (which is in fact borne by the 

consumer) despite the need to encourage storage as mentioned earlier. 

"i.l"i. For molasses, whose threshold price was not increased in 1982/83, the 

romMission proposes an increase of 6% for 1983/84. 'Jhis adjustment will 

ensurP that the threshold price serves its full purpose at the Community 

frontier, in view of the sharp drop in molasses prices on the world 

rnt:trket. 
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VI. PRICE PROPOSALS FOR 1983/84 

~~~~=========================================================================== 

1982/83 1983/84 

:price (ECU): proposal 

(ECU) 

Change 

% 

:---------------------------------------------:-----------:----------:--------: 
1. llasi c price for beet t: 39.32 40.89 + 4.0 
'; '\' .. price for A beet (1) t: 38.53 40.07 + 4.0 <-• 1. -:_n::..murn 

7 :·iinimum price for B beet (2) t: 26.74 27.81 + 4.0 _;. 

4. l'·Jinimum price for B beet (3) revised t: 23.79 

5. Intervention price for \'lhi te sugar q: 51.41 53.47 + 4.0 

6. Target price for white sugar q: 54.12 56.28 + 4.0 

7. Threshold price for white sugar q: 63.79 :(4) 66.33 + 4.0 

El. Intervention price for raw sugar q: 42.63 44.34 + 4.0 

ry. Threshold price for raw sugar q: 54.72 56.90 + 4 .o 
10. 'l'h re sho1d price for molasses q: 6.51 6.90 + 6.0 

lL I-ionthly reimbursement of storage costs q: 0.63(5): 0.57 

( 6): 

======~================;==;===============================================~==== 

(:I.) (_)(-,'}, of basic price for beet 
(2) GD~o of basic price for beet 
(3) (;0.1)~', of basic price for beet 
( 4) ':'Hking account of an unchanged storage levy of 4.25 ~CU/q 
( •: \ _i/ 'l'aking account of &n interest rate of 13~~ p.a. 
(t,) 'faking account of an interest rate of 11% p.a. 
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(0768P) 

4· OLIVE OIL 

I. PRICE AND AID PROPOSAL 

Article 6 of Regulation No 136/66/EEC provides for the annual fixing of a 

production target price at a level which is fair to producers, account 

being taken of the need to keep Community production at the required 

level. 

The Council fixed this price at 302.77 ECU/100 kg for the 1982/83 

marketing year. It is proposed that it be fixed at 319-42 ECU/100 kg for 

1983/84, in accordance with the guidelines followed for the agricultural 

price proposals as a whole. This proposal takes account of the fact that 

the price does not influence the volume of production, since olives are a 

perennial crop. 

Article 5 of Regulation No 136/66/EEC provides for the fixing of 

production aid intended to contribute to the attainment of a fair income 

for producers, taking into account the effect which consumption aid has 

on only part of production. The Council fixed this aid at 66.60 ECU/100 

kg for the 1982/83 marketing year. 

It is proposed that it be fixed at 70.26 ECU/100 kg for the 1983/84 

marketing year. 
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Pursuant to Article 81 of the Act of Accession of Greece, it is proposed 

that the production aid applicable in Greece should be fixed at 

40.52 ECU/100 kg for the 1983/84 marketing year. 

Article 8 of Regulation No 136/66/EEC provides that the intervention 

price shall be the production target price minus the production aid and 

minus an amount which takes into account market fluctuations and the cost 

of transporting olive oil from production areas to consumption areas. 

The Council fixed the intervention price at 217.93 ECU/100 kg for the 

1982/83 marketing year. It is proposed that it be fixed at 

229.92 ECU/100 kg for the 1983/84 marketing year, which represents the 

same percentage increase as that in the production target price. 

Article 10 of Regulation No 136/66/EEC provides for the fixing of monthly 

increases, account being taken of average storage costs and interest 

charges in the Community. 

In view of these factors and of the need to ensure the regular marketing 

of production, it is proposed that the monthly increases should be raised 

by the same percentage as the production target price, that is, 5.5%. 

(1.79 ECU/100 kg) 
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II. RELATED MEASURES 

4·5· In its communication to the Council on the Mandate (COM(Bl) 608 final), 

the Commission mentioned the problems encountered in the monitoring of 

production aid for olive oil. The Commission notes that, despite the 

efforts made by the national authorities, and by the Italian authorities 

in particular, and despite the involvement of producers' organizations in 

the management and 3upervision of production aid, these problems have 

still not been resolved. The Commission therefore intends to make the 

maximum effort to improve control and monitoring of production aid under 

the existing system. 
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4.6. The compiling of the register of olive cultivation is being speeded up 

and should, by providing a better knowledge of the areas under olives, 

help to ensure that aid is granted only to those with entitlement thereto. 



!" 
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OILSEt;lJS 

I. COLZA, HAPE AND SmJ:FLOWER SEEDS 

( 077'-JP) 

I. PlUCES 

A~ticle 23 of P~gulation No 136/66/EEC, the basic Regulation, 1rovides 

for the fixinp, of target prices at a level which is fair to producers. 

FcJr' the lC)f32/83 rr:nrketing year the target price for colza and rape seeds 

WQE fixed at 46.39 ECU/lOOkg. 

l.n th>: cou:-:-sc of l9Ei2/8) Communi t;y production expanded considerably, 

:r·:.:.s.~ng fron 2 million to 2. 6 million t. Even before this increaue took 

J~lc:;ce, the Coomission ltad voiced its conce:::T1 over an excessive expmwion 

of colza seed production (see in particular its Memorandum of 23 October 

19:..!1 "GuideLines for European Agriculture). Iii th this concern in mind 

and in.-cspecti'le of the measures relating to the guarantee threshold for 

ttiu product, the Commission considers that the increase in prices should 

be rrioderate. Thus, and taking account of the increase proposed for the 

products which can be grown as alternative crops, the Commission 

considers that the increase in the target price for colza seed should be 

5.5%. It is therefore proposed that this price should be fixed at 

48.~4 ECU/100 kg for tte 1983/84 marketing year. 

Where sunflower seed is concerned, on the other hand, the Commiosion 

continued to take the view that production of sunflower seed should be 

encournguc! for several reasons. Both the oil and the o:.lcake obtained 

from nun flower seeds are in demand and present no marketing problem. 

Sunflower crops are also particularly suited to southern climates. 
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The target price for sunflower seed was fixed at 54.44 ECU/100 kg for the 

1982/83 marketing year. It is proposed that the target price should be 

fixed at 57.98 ECU/100 kg for 1983/84; this represents an increase of 

6. 5%· 

5.2 Intervention price 

Article 24 of Regulation No 136/66/EEC provides that the intervention 

price should be fixed by reducing the target price by an amount which 

takes account of market fluctuations and by an amount which allows for 

the transport of seed from the production areas to the areas where they 

are used. It is therefore proposed that the intervention prices for 

1983/84 should be fixed at 44.45 ECU/100 kg in the case of colza seed 

(+5-5%) and at 52-96 ECU/100 kg in the case of sunflower seed (+ 6.5%), 

which represents the same percentage increase as is proposed for the 

target price. 

The fixing of the intervention prices at the above levels should ensure 

the free movement of seeds under normal market conditions. 

5·3 Application of Article 1(2) \); ·..-. · 
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Account being taken of this reduction, the final target price for colza 

and rape seed is 48.45 ECU/100 kg and the final intervention price for 

such seed is 44.01 ECU/100 kg. 

5.4 Monthly increases 

Article 25 of Regulation No 136/66/EEC provides that monthly increases 

should be fixed to take account of average storage costs and interest 

charges in the co~~unity. For the 1982/83 marketing year the monthly 

increases were fixed at 0.493 and 0.583 ECU/100 kg for colza and 

sunflower seed respectively. For the 1983/84 marketing year it is 

proposed that the monthly increases should be raised to 0.52 ECU/100 kg 

for colza seed and 0.615 ECU/100 kg for sunflower seed, i.e. a 5·5 % 
increase for both products. 

Moreover, in order to allow for the increased production, it is proposed 

to apply monthly increases for sunflower seeds for six months. 

II. GUARANTEE THRESHOLD FOR COLZA 

5.5 In its Memorandum of 23 October 1981, the Commission stated that the 

production target for 1988 should not exceed 3·3 million tonnes. It is 

now proposed that the same target should be adopted for 1989. The 

Commission therefore proposes that the guarantee threshold for colza and 

rape seed should be fixed at 2 290 000 tonnes for the 1983/84 marketing 

year. 

III. DOUBLE ZERO COLZA SEED 

5-6 To encourage the conversion of colza and rape seed crops to the double 

zero varieties, the Commission intends to propose, again in respect of 

the 1983/84 marketing year, that a special premium should be payable if 

double zero seed is presented for intervention in the course of the 

marketing year. 
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II. SOYA BEANS 

:,.'/ l':ach Y!!'!', pu:-suant to A~tic.Le l of tegulatiolJ (E.EC) l~o 1J)l4/7<.J (l), the 

Council ftxn::J a guide price and a minirrlllffi price for soya beans. It i~ 

prOJJOsed that fo:- tlle 1983/84 marketing yenr the guide !Jrice for soya 

heans should be fixed at 56.17 ECU/100 kg, or 6.5 % higher than the 

lC)d2/83 I>rice, 11hich was 52.74 ECU/100 kg. lt is also y::-oposeci that tt1e 

rL~llimum price sr.ouJ..d be fixed at 4Y.43 ECU/100 kg, which represents 8('\j,; 

ot' the 1_;uide p.!"ice. 'l'he fluidity of the market should thus be ensu::-ed. 

5 .c-3 'Jhe t_:fmor·al rule<> v;hich the Community currently applies to soya beans are 

'IC.d id on.:;_y for the 1982/83 marketing year. '.i.'he Commission will propose 

dofini tive rules by 31 f,1arch 1983. 

(l) OJ ~o L 1~0, 28. 7.1979, p.~ 
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I I I. .FLAX SEED 

r;. ~ Under A!'ticle 1 of FtegulA. tion ( E~C) I·Jo 579/76 (1), the Cou11cil fixes a 

1~uide p:o:-ic e each year fo!' flax seed, in order to ensure a fair incon1e fo'" 

producers. fo!' 1982/83 marketing yea!', this price was fixed at 51.5 

ECU/100 kg. It is proposed that the guiae price should be inc!'eased fo!' 

tl1e 1983/84 n1A.rketing year to 54.59 ECU/100 kg. This represents an 

increase of 6.0 ~. 

J .. LO 'l'h-~n incrt:ase, which is slightly g!'eater than that proposed for the main 

alternative c!'ops to flax seed, should give producers some incentive to 

continue growing seed flax in those production areas where reasonable 

yieldn can be achieved. 

(J) OJ ~o L 67, 15. 3-1976, p.29 
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lV. CASTOH SEED 

By hegulation (EEC) No 2874/77 (1) layin~ down special meas~res ln 

~·erJpect of castor seeds, a six-year scheme was "'..ntroduced to encourace 

the development of castor seed production :!..n the Comrr.unity. 

Article 6 of the said Hegulation provides that, before the end of 1982, 

the Council shall, on the basis of a report submitted by the Commission 

ou the effectiveness of the special measures for castor seeds and actint; 

on a qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission, decide r.htther 

to w1intain and, if necessary, amend these arrangements which are due to 

expire on 30 September 1984. 

5.1.~ 'i'tJ"'..s uocument represents for the Commission both the explanatory 

rner.,orandum for its price proposals and the report referred to in 

Article 6 of Regulation (EEC) ~o 2874/77. On the basis of the 

consideration0 outlined below, the Comr.d.ssion proposes, firstly, that the 

i~uide price (66.39 ECU/100 kg) and the minimum price (63.23 ECU/100 k.:_J 

should remain unchanged and, secondly, that the validity of Regulation 

( J•;EC) No 287 4/77 sl!ould not be ex tended at the end of l9t33/b4. 

(J) OJ No 1 332, 24.12.1Y77, p.l 
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~.lj P.e~ulution (EEC) No 2874/77 was int~oduced on the basis of a report 

I~e~>ented by the Commission to the Council, at the latter's request, 

following an investigation into the advisability of expanding castor seed 

production in the Community. 

ioliowing this investigation, the Commisoion had come to the conclusion 

that it was in the Community's interest to expand production on both 

industrial and agricultural levels. Certain trials carried out in Italy 

had indicated thRt satisfactory yields could be obtained (13 to 15 

q/ha). It lwd therefore been thought that producers could earn a fair 

income if aid were granted to oilmills which had concluded contracts with 

producers whereby the latter were guaranteed payment of at least the 

minimum price. 

(l) COM (77) 33:! final of 13 July 1977 
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i) .14 Initially, there was a surge of i.nterest amongst I tal inn t;rov.:e:'s, whc' 

planted up to 150 ha because of the very encouragint; incorre to be ear.-rn;o 

from yields of 15 to 20 q/ha and crop contracts guaranteeiq; pr~ce;;; it: 

excess of the minimum price or even the guide price. As the tr.ials l;ave 

continued, however, technical difficulties have increas!ogly been 

encounte:-ed. These are mainly attributable to the use of varieties wbicn 

are too late for the Italian climate and whicn cause pro!Jleme witH the 

harvest, on the one hand, and with the sov;ing of winter cereals, on tile 

other. Noreover, the harvesters a"'e specific to this crop ·whc:::caa 

general-purpose harvesters are needed if the farming of small areas ::.::.; to 

be profitable. 

5.15 To overcome initial difficulties, it was dec.tded that, r&ther than t...~;y 

substantial increase in the guide price, ~egulation (E8C) No 1610/7~ 

Ghould iLtroduce additional aid of 12.09 ECU/100 kg for the 1979/80, 

1980/81 and 1981/82 marketing years. Since these difficulties have not 

yet been resolved (in 1981 the area under castor seed had dropped to 

about ten hectares), the Council decided in 1982, pend:i.ng a decision on 

tlte future of the aid arrangements for castor seed, to extend the 

additional aid fo::- two marketing years. Des pi tc this move, no meaninr;fu l 

progress seems to have been made in 1982 and trial crops are now bei~; 

grown on a reduced scale (15 ha). 

5.16 Dy ~ntroducing and then extending the additional aia w.i thou t any 

appreciable increase in the institutional prices, the Council ind::.rectl.:, 

acknowledged that the initial problems f~ced by castor seea production it. 

the Community could not be resolved by an increase in :i.ncomes but rather 

by mo::':'e sui table methods of cultivation and harvest::.n€~. 
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~lir:ce the:::-e is no l'J:::'Ospect of ~;uch metl1ods bc.ing int:::-otluced in tl'lc Ehort 

te:::-rn, the Commission feels that it must be recognized at the end of the 

t~ia1 pe:::-iod that castor seed p:::-oductior1 Cbnnot te introduced into the 

Community by traditional means (it should be nentioned that the total 

Conununi ty aid granted for castor seed amounted to only some 40 000 ECU 

ow"r the fi?:"3t four 1:1arketing years) and that, instead, some agronorr:ic 

and technical research is called fo:::-. 

'!'l1r· Coi:;rais::Jior. is thus :::-ettdy to conside:::- any responsible sueeestions fo.c 

·~search wo.ck concerning this product. 
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(0764P) 

.l:'h:OTEll\ CROPS 

I. P:t;M; AHD FIELD BEANS 

( ' ~·..L Art~cle 2 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 1431/82 laying down special 

rr:easure<:> for peas and field beans (1) provides for an aid activating p:-:-ice 

to be fixed annually where the p:-:-oaucts are used in animal feed; it also 

provides for a guide p:.-ice for peas and field beans which are used for 

hunuin consumption. 'l'he activating price is fixed for soya cake at a Jev·Jl 

I"Ihich enables peas and field beans to be used in animal frz:ed unde:-:

condit;ionE of normal competition with soya cake. \\hen the \~orld market 

e for soya cake falls short of the activating price, 45% of the 

d "iffercr:ce is g:.-anted in aid to feed rnanufactu!'ers. 

J..rtic1e 3 of tbe same Hegulation stipulates that the aid is conditional on 

the producer havint:; received a price not less than a minin:um p?::"ice 

a fair ?::"eturn to growe~s of peas and field beans, account 

taken of ma~ket fluctuations and the cost of transporting the product f~ou 

g:o:owc~· to p~ocesso~. 

(l) UJ Ho L 1()2. 12. 6. t p.28 
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F .• / '~<'or tre lOR?/R3 marketing year, the minimum price 'ofas fixed at ?7.41 

F;~";TT/100 Jrp- $:jnd the aid-A.ctivating price at 11.7.60 F.CU/100 kg and the r,uidE> 

price at ~1.40 ~CU/100 k~. 

Tt ""oulrl seem advisable to raise the minimum producer price by n hi~;her 

percentage than that taken as the guideline for the agricultural price 

pronosals as a whole. It is proposed that the minimum producer price 

shouln be raised by 6.5 <1, to 29.19 ECU/100 ~· 

~e aid-activating price and the guide price are rlerived from the minimum 

price. These two prices must be fixed at levels which guarantee that the 

aid js sufficient for peas and field beans bought at the minimum price to 

be transported to the areas where they are used and to compete in these 

areas with products houp,ht at the world price. If the necessary halance 

is to be maintained, an increase of 1.78 ECU/100 kg in the minimum price 

will entail an increase of 4.16 ~CU/100 kg in the aid-activating price. 

It is therefore proposed that the latter price should be fixed at 

~1.7h ~rU/lOO Jr~. 

It is proposPd that the guide price should he increased by the same 

percentRge as the minimum price. It is therefore proposed that the r,uine 

price should he fixeil at "5"5.44. P.CU/100 1<:-g. 
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II. TIRIED FODDF:R 

r:.'"'i rounr::il RetJ:ulation (F.F:r) No lll7/7R on the common organization of the 

marht for dried fodder (1) provides for a flat-rate aid to be fixerl. 

annually for the products concerned, with the aim of improving the supply 

of protein products to the Community. A guide price is also to be fixed 

annually at a level considered fair to producers. When the world market 

price is below the gui~e price, aid amounting to a set percentage of the 

difference between these prices is granted. 

F,.~ For the 1Q82/83 marketing year, the flat-rate aid was fixed at 8.01 ECU 

per tonne. 'I'he ,fruide price was fixed at 168.81 F.CU per tonne for the 

Member States other than Greece and at 162.70 EClJ per tonne for Greece. 

'T'he fl.<tt-rate aid for dehydrated potatoes was fixed at 5.73 ECU per tonne 

for Greece and at 14.89 ECU per tonnfl for the other Member States. The 

percentage nf the difference between the guide price and the world market 

price was set at : 

10~ for dehydrated fodder and protein concentrates; 

r:,CJ!, for fodder products otherwise rl.ried and grourrl. 

(,.~ In t~e case of dehydrated fodrl.er, energy costs represent a significant 

part of the costs of production. 

(1) {')J no T 14?, 30. r:,.lQ78, p.l 
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Tt is undeniable that the production of dehydrated fodder requires more 

energy than does the processing of most other agricultural products. In 

certain ~ember States, however, considerable efforts have recently been 

made to find ways of reducing fuel consumption in drying plants and 

encouraging rPsults have Rlready been obtained. Thus, various other 

aspects of this sector must be taken into consideration. 

DriPd fodder is, after colza, the most important protein crop of Community 

oriRin. It provides the highest yield in protein per hectare and is the 

most efficient way, from the noint of view of animal nutrition, to use 

lucerne, as well as involving the least wastage. Lucerne is a crop of 

pRrticular interest to the producer agronomically. 

6.6 The rules in force state that, with effect from 1 July 1983, the support 

s~stem for dried fodder will no longer cover dehydrated potatoes. When 

this decision was taken, it was hoped that the Council would be able to 

ap~rove the common or~anization of the market in potatoes in time for it 

to be~in operating on this date. The Commission takes the view that, in 

view of the progress made so far with the discussions on this matter, the 

support system for dried fodder should cover dehydrated potatoes for one 

more marketing year. 
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r.? SAver9l of the con~iderations outlined above sugpest that more should be 

done for the dried fodder sector. If the guide price is fixed too low, 

the processor cannot pay a fair price to the producer, who may then stop 

prowinF- fodder crops for this purpose. It is therefore proposed. that the 

P,uide price should. be fixed at 17R.qd F.CU/tonne and that the flat-rate aid 

should. be set at 8.49 Er,TJ/tonne. 'This represents an increase of 6 'f,. It 

is prnposed that the aid for dehydrated potatoes should be raised to 

15.78 ECU per tonne, which represents an increase of 6 %. 

().R Account rein~ taken of the alignment criteria set forth in Article 104 of 

the Act of Accession, it is proposed that, for Greece, the guide price 

should he fixed at 174.58 F.CU per tonne and the aid for dehydrated 

potatoes at 0,.08 BCU per tonne. 
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(0759P) 

TEX~ILE ~"'laRES 

l. COTTON 

1.1 Unde~ ~a~aaraph 8 of Protocol 4 to the 1979 Act of Accession of Greece, u 

guide price for unginned cotton has to be fixed each year by the Council 

in o!"der to support cotton production in Community regions where it is 

important to the agricultural economy, and to permit producers to earn a 

fai!" income. 

Under parag~aph 9 of the same Protocol, a quantity of cotton has to be 

fixed each year for which aid is granted without a reduction coefficient 

being applied. This quant!ty is between 323 000 t and ?67 000 t. 

Lastly, under Article 9 of Council Regulation (EEC) rio 2169/81 (1), a 

mi.nimum price for u~inned cotton has to be fixed each year &t a level 

which enables producers to sell at a price as close to the guide price as 

possible. 

For 1982/83 the Council fixed the guide price at 85.8U/l00 kg, the 

minin1urn price at 81.59 ECU/100 kg and the quantity eligible for full aid 

at 450 000 t. 

r'or 1983/84 it is proposed that the~se prices be fixed at 91.89 bCU and 

87.3 ECU respectively, an increase of 7 %, in other words, higher than 

the general level advocated in the p~ice proposals as a \'lhole, and that 

the quantity eligible for full aid be kept at 450 000 t. 

(1) OJ No L 21.1, 31. 7-1981, p.2 

t 
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',1.:· Alt "i.ncrc:tse "i.n tlJE· p_"ice of cotton ni.cher· th<:1n t!mt consi-<:kr·cd necur_;.:.;;l~'.J, 

~-n rurL~_cuJa.?.' fu:c" ce:c"cnls, one of cotton's major crop cornretitorLJ, woul.(! 

c:ocrn Lece::;sar;y ~>o as to n;ake cotton sll1.;!Jtly rr.ore corr.JJetit~ve. 

\dn.~ ttedly, Jown areas "i.n 1982 were around s;3 up on l')tll but tltiu v;::is 

,;a used ry the exceptional performance in 1981 (excellent quuli ty aud 

reco:-d y ~elcl). In fact, areas sown &re still less than in l~llO (141 OOU 

ha) :1Hd, more s icnificantly, less than the ave:c":.tge fo:c· 1970-79 

\l5U 000 ha). 

:.ll!lce tl1t: ,::ap between t!w e;uide price and the rr.inlmun; J.-:c"ice bu~; not given 

~ise to problents, it is proposed that the minimum price be increased by 

ll1e u'l.r.tc pc:r·centace ss the guide price ::>o as to maintain the necessary 

r~arket fluidity. 

'{.j by Kcepinc tne q~anLity conferring entitlement to full uid at la~t year's 

lev~~, it will be possitle to safeguard the interests of traditional 

~xpo:·tcr::: of cotton f''ib!.'es to the Community, without jeopardizing 

producerG' chances of attuining the income target on the realistic 

a~1GUI~pLion that there will be no change .Ln Community sown c.reas in l'jtl) 

(J.)7 UUO ha). 

~~orcovcr, the quEJLti ty in question i::> :::.;t.ill signif'icc.tntly lower than the 

n,~.txi:,;um quantit:i \ltLich may be fixed by the Council under Protocol 4; it 

!:'{'J!c'O~Hmts apJ,roximately 145 000 t of fitres as cou.ran~d ,,itb Corr,mur.ity 

re(luirtr.Jents of approximately t:OO 0(:0 t. 
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II. l'IBRE l<'LAZ 

7-'~ l.:tJde!' Artic:;.e 4 of Hegulation (EEC) lio l30o/70 (l) a flat rate per 

bf: eta re hat.:: to be fixed each year for aid for fibre flax sucl1 as to 

<')r,sure an even balance between production requirements ~::.nd :Jalen 

potential. Aid for the lj82/8) marketine year ...-as fixEd at 335.02 t.:CU/!la 

for trte Community of rline, o1· which 2l.t,O ECU/ba wo.s not _t;aic.! to the 

beneficiaries but earmarked for the financing of p!'omotion and research 

unde>:· Regulation (EEC) No 2511/tG (2). .For l9tl3/tl4 it is proposed that 

aid l;e increased by 6 %, a percentage which is slightly higher than the 

eene!'al level advocated in the price }roposals, to 3~5.12 ECU/ha. The 

Commiosi.on feels that the sum kept back for promotion and research in 

191:<3/84 ohouJd be .~ncreased to 23.0t: ECU/ha, i.e. by the Dtime percentace 

(G.5~) as the aid itself. 

7 ·'- The Com:niooion takes the viel{ that a 6 'J~ increase (3)2.04 t;CU/!:a as 

against 313.22) in the aid actually paid to the producer, over anJ above 

the incre.<~He in income resul t.in~; from rr.arkct conditions (the fi Lre and 

strav; pr.tces lwve risen subotantially now that the suq:.luscs forrr.ed in 

early l~Bl have Lecn absorbed and will probably stay at this level as thu 

J.:arket seems likely to rerr,ain balanced) should be sufficient to gua':'antee 

producerB a fa ~r l.ncome and even encourage a degree of expansion, wlri.ch 

l.s p:-obably needed if balance is to be n1aintained. 

(l) O,J I1o 1 146, £1. 7-1970, p.l 
(2) O,J No 1 2~G, 1.10.1980, 1J.6l 
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1 • •· ' .. ·: b ·• uwr; a~ea of appro.>- -:ma tely ';) CJ(;O Ml ant_:_c.~pa ted fo~· lS'U2 cml a 

dccacLlon of 2).0U I·,CU/ha, the sum available for f-:.nr1ncinE; the use of 

fhx fLure<:; snould be around 1.2G9 I-'.l.o 1-,CU. Haklnt; <.lloe.unces .for 

~nfhti.on, tr~i.~; shoul(1 be enough to continue last year's effo!·ts in th.i:. 

1 ~c·s et io11. 

lr,~:::;~vwt to Article 68 of the 1<:179 Act of llccoLs:.on, :.t is fJ:Y.'oposeu Lw.1t 

l:llc aid ap_{ii.ca1le in Greece be fixed at lU3.37 l';CU/ha (one t!1.ird of the 

~!d dpflicable .in the other nine countries) and that the amount of a~d 

ea~"r:u.rkcu for promotion measures in Greece be fixed at 7.69 ECU/f.a, 

matcl in~: tne percentage svbtr&cted from the flat-rate <-Jid in tlw other 

:1i1.e countries (6.5/~). 
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Ir"I. HEMP 

7.E Under Article 4 of Regulatioll (EEC) No 1'308/70 (1) a flat rate per 

hectare has to be fixed for aid for hemp such as to ensure an even 

balance between production requirements and sal·es potential. Aid for tlte 

1982/83 marketing year tras fixed s.t '304.2.() i-JcU/liS:. .F,or 198'3/84 it is 

proposed that the aid be increased by 6 % to 322~52 gcu/ha. 

7.9 The Commission feels that this increase, cor.tbined wft:h the anticipated 
. . . .. - :.:~'" ~-··=-~~.~~::.e:. 

!"ise in the contract price for straw, the increase in t.he price of seed 

and the prospect of a recovery in the price of flax fibres, should make 

hernp-grow:~ng a little more attractive that it is at present. 

7.10 Pursuant to Article 68 of the 1979 Act of Accession of Greece, it is 

proposed that the aid applicable in Greece be fixed at 107.51 ECU/ha (one 

third of the aid applicable in the other nine countries). 

(1.) OJ No L 

•. _:~·. 

• 
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IV. SILK~iORl:lS 

7.11 Unde!" A!'t:tcle 2 of Hegulat:ion (E.E.C) No 84f;;/72 (l) aid nas to be fixed 

each year fo'!' silk seed per box used such as to help guarantee a fair 

income for silkworm breeders. 

Aid fo!' the 1982/83 marketing year llas fixed nt 100 J~Gu pt::.• box for. thu 

Community of Nine. 11'or 1983/84 it is proposed that this be raised to 

106 I~GU/box, an increase of 6 ~~. 

7.12 rrhe Commission takes the view that this increase, l-lhich is slightly 

higher than the general level advocated in the price proposals, combined 

with the cur!'ent and foreseeable market situation for raw silk, will h~lp 

ma~ .. n tRin interest in silkworm breeding in the fe·w regions of the 

Community involved. 

7.13 PurRuant to Article 6~ of the Act of Accession of Greece, it ~s proposed 

that the aid applicable in Greece be raised f!'om 73.02 ECU 

to B4.01 ECU/box (clocing the gap of 32.89 BCU between the aid to be 

granted in the other nine countries in 1983/84 and the aid granted in 

Gr.eece in 1982/83 by one thi!'d). 

(1) CJ No L 100, 27. 4.1972, p.l 
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V/HE 

(07)21) 

I. FHICES 

t~.l /\major event at the beginrJ.ing of the eie;bties has been tile ado!Jtion by 

the Counc U of structu:::-al measures which constitute tLe "Action _1;rocraramc 

for tl1e wine Ecctcr 1~80-86" and supple~ent the meanurcc ntiopted in 1976. 

As is the case with all structural measures, these were implemented fairly 

sJowly and did not begin to have any effect until the last marketing year. 

'I'ne measures adopted in 1976 have enabled 85 000 ha of vineya?"ds to be 

converted, half in ItAly and half in ~ranee. 

ll::de:::- the l97b Directive on the Hediterrancan regions of :F'rance, 2C) OOCJ .t::1 

h ·we of: en restructured and the same a:::-ea converted. 

~~e 1~79 Directive on the Charentes region has resulted in the conversion 

(l f 4 c_,OO ha. 'lhere have teen difficulties in launching the r.tet, SU!'E1c) 

3!Jflicablt fo:::- 1980-86, particul&rly in Italy and Greece; the collecti.vc 

_l;!'O~ects for the restructuring of vineyards a_pproved t·y tLt: Commission ir1 

connectiorc •·rith the first instalment involves around l? 000 ha, includinc; 

r; early 13 000 ha -tn }'ranee and 2 000 ha in Italy. 

~.~ Last July the Council auopted a thorough revision of the basic ruleE en 

w~ne, corr.r-r-t::Jing rw\'l r•1arkst rrwnagement tools which w.ill bE.: t:rought into 

use in the 1~82/83 marketing year. 

b.) In forn.ulating -~ ts price v'·oposals in this sector for 1983/d~, tile 

Co!r~mi~_wion r.mst therefore bear i.n mind r_ot only the present mn::-ket 

~ ~ tua~:ion but also tl:e implen;entati.on of ti1e Gtructural r..ensurcs and the 

results expected from the use of the new market management tools. 



.. 
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B.4 As regards the present market situation,. Article 2(2) of Council 

Regula tiorJ ( EEC) No 337/79 of 5 }l'e bruary 1979 on the conmwn orcani~u tion 

of tlu~ rr.arket in wine provides for the guide price to be fixed on the 

baEis of the average prices for each type of wine during the two 

wine-growing years preceding the date of fixing and or1 the basis of price 

trends du:.-ing the current ~line-growing year.· 

8.~ f:.":":tces for wine in the Community (on tlle basis of communications from 

~ember States under Hegulation (EEC) No 337/79) have moved as follows: 

==~=====~~=========================~====~=====~===========================~==~=~ 

Year H I k II U III A I A II A Ill 
:ECU ;• /hl:ECU j• /hl :ECU j• /hl :ECU j• /hl :ECU ;• /hl :r~CU 1• /nl 

:~------------:---------:----------:----------:---~------:----------:----------: 
1980/81 2.239 2.083 68.35 1.708 63.e1 83.2b 

l9ol/o2 2.522 2-390 107.34 2.038 77.G8 79.06 

1982/83 (1) 2.659 2.514" 80.63 2.434 41.00 62.87 

=======~==========~===========·===================================~====~===~~~:= 

(.1.) Quotations from September to .November 1982. 

8.6 ':.'he market in table w-.ines of types RI, HI! and AI underwent seriou3 crises 

as ll result of the exceptional harvests in 1979 and 1980. P!'ices r;ere 

extremely low in 1~80 and 1981 but !'ose aga:tn to un acceptable level o~JiJ;g 

to the intervention measures, in particular the exeptional distillation 

1acasures, adopted in 1981 and again "in 1982 which enabled the surJ;luses to 

be absorbed. 

At preaent, ma: .. ket prices (average for ~eptemLer and OctoLer 19tJ2) ure &t 

the followinc J.evels ir1 relation to curre11t e:;uide prices: 
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'r:l'::Ees %.of guide ~rice 

R I 90.1 

h II B5.2 

it III 175·4 
A I 89.5 

A II C61!9 

A III 89.9 

'rhe changes in Community prices in 1981/e2 compa!'ed with the previous 

year represent the average of the parallel trends in b'rench and Italian 

prices, as the following tables show (in gcu/ ~ I vol./hl). 

===========;===~~========~=-~=~==============~========== 

R I R II A I 

:-----------~---:----~-------:------------:-------~----: 
1980/81 

1981/82 

2.302 

2.585 

2.112 

2.455 

2.612 

3.629 

:---------------:------------:------------:------------: 
Change + 12.3 % : + 16.2 % + 38.9 % 

;===================·======·==;========================= 

=====================c=~c=============================== 

ITALY R I H II A I 

:---------------:------------:------------:~-----------: 
1980/81 

1981/82 

1.841 

2.106 

1.863 

2.008 

1.641 

1.98, 

:-----~--------~:---~---~----:------~--~--:--------~---: 
Change + 14.4 % : + 7.8% + 21.0 % 

=============•===•======•==~c=========m=========c====•~= 

• 

•. 
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'_;·rr
7 J;u~-~nt; the ma!'kctine year, the pricE:-; t;Elp botvveen the irench and Italian 

;./.. () 

warkeh; has narrowed appreciably. In auturn L'J<3l .French quotation..3 we:::-e 

<tbout 30.% :i.n exces~; of Italian one2, lJut t11e ()lp wss only 10% in Octobc~!.· 

J..·)t~2. 'i'he tr·end towa:r·ds p!·ice unity on the markets of these two J.lembe:"' 

:aates enu bled the r:1arketing year to proceed ivt tlwut the incident.:> wh:..er1 

lw.d occurred in previous yea:::-s. 

'.'his st tuc1tion a!'O[;e partly l.ecc.use of reduced availnbi U_t-;.e::.; at tl1e 

'ltct?"t of the l98l/U2 marketing year (carry-over stocks ':11 mUlion hl a!ld 

L91U i:arvPst 139 million hl, do~n on the previous ycur when they were 

~2.2 anti 164 million hl respectively) and partly because of the effect of 

Coornunity measures. Thus, the exceptional distillation meu::.;ure 

:~ntroduced by the Council in I'mrch 1~82 helped to rationalize the It<:J.J.i.:ln 

ma?"ket and prices rose considerably, particularly for white \line of ty J:e 

f,.I. 

1-~.'j ::'onsumr:tion has been falling for several years. This trend contim,od and 

~umun consumption amounted to 127.2 million hl, 0.5 million hl down on 

th~ previous marketing year. 

1-J. ;o :.1. thow;L tore casts fo!.' the 1982 harvest indicate thu t volume Hill be h:t;"ll 

(l'(U million h1.) and surpluses likely to increase, the new inte::-vention 

nechanim:-, introduced last July shou!.rl muke lt possi1:;le to act !'i~ht at 

:.w~ sturt of the mar:;cetiae; year and ratj_onalize the market qu~.ckly. 

t_.l.L 11, these ci!.'cw:uJtunces, a.lthoueh p::-ouucers' incomes :.;hould Le increasec.;, 

at tLe same time tl1e medium-term objc1~tive, i.e. to }J!'event any increase 

~n 1;he disparity between production and ue:nand, rHu3t not be aLan<.lvr:ed. 

'l'lle:cefore, the Commission p:-oposes tnat {~uide prices be increased 

l inenrly by 5.5~:', fo:c all types of tal.:le vr:Lne. 
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'L'r,i.::; :~~; because the~e has been a ~ever!Jal in the usual price situation of 

wh~te wines of type AI i~ Italy. Since the start of the l9Ul/82 

rta:."'i<eti.ng year their }'rices have gradually a1-proached and now overtaken 

Hte rrice::> of red wines (H I and R II) at most quotation centres. 'l'herf: 

"i.s tl:erefure uo longer any justification for incretlSing the existing ga}J 

between the guide prices for red and white w:::..nes of types A I, H I and 

U II which account for virtually all of production and it appears 

eppropriate to propose a l:::..near increase. 

'l'h:::..s proposal !!lust also avoid the dant:er of reducing the ef'fecti venesn of 

the structural measures for adjusting production potential to market 

T'loC[U~.':'CH;:ents. rrr:e Comr.,ission would like to emphasize that at present the 

co.:.rmn"i. ty 's i11terests would best be served by brint;ing mn:-ket prices up 

iJJ tl.e le';cj_ of guide pr:tces. 

, ' • .J; Ir: ·be wine sector· the officinl prices (guide price, reference price ana 

acti_vLilii:[ _tJ:>:ic:e) ure not applied until lG I;ecember each year whereas the 

v:ine-t;::'O'" inc year runs frorr:. 1 September to )l August of tne i'ollowinb 

yeur. In practice, tte application of several maLagement measures 

(con.;,ulsor.f distillDtion of by-products, preventive distillation, etc.) 

co~ncideu with the start of the wine-growing year at the beginning of 

~:e 1· terr, ber. 
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Ir. ~ ts resolution on the reform of Uw v1ine market uuol'ted in July 1~1:32, 

l'url.:...amont p·oposcd t11at tlte marketing year and the applicat:..on of tbc 

neu ;1r.:...ces should be brou13ht for..;a'·d to l September. 

In o.:-der to make ttJe wanagement of the market more con:Ji:..:tent aud to 

.iucrease the effectiveness of intervont.:.on n:eusures, the Cotilrr.iss::..on is 

prorosine an amendment of Regulation (EEC) No ~)7/7~ to enuLle the 

~.c ·;.J.t'O :: }roposal to :mend Ret;ulation ~;~IX) l;u ))1/I'J t·~ 

-~:ltrodllcing a l~rovi~.;::..on E:nabling the Cor:muni ty to cuntr.ibute finm.ciu l.ly 

·n,d (..ea in in ::.. ts comm.;nicati.on on "Guiuel ines for Eu!·op~ar. ,·,gri.cul ture" 

~1) stated that consi.de!'ation should be given. 

b. J L: '~ornwn·L ty prov:;.s:-:.ons on the establiohment of u vi t l..cLL1.tu~·al land register 

were adopted as lone ago as 1962. The difficulties encountered tn 

nfplyinc those p!'OVisions led the Co~~unity to ~et Up (2) in 197~ a 

;.;y::.;ten, of :..;tatistical nurveys of a!'eas under vines, using modern 

:!lcthods. '1.'he f·L!'ut basic survey for Ital_y anu Greece has tltill to l;e 

car rted out. 

!lowevt:!', tlHo idea cf establi.oh-.;.ng a vi t:.cul tu::-al laud register 1.a~· tak£'n 

u_;, 'Jt:ain cy tbe: Council when the basic let;islation t<Jas reformed in Jul;-/ 

l:JU2. 

As soon us the results of the basic survey of areas under vines are 

<~vail al!J.e tne Corcmisnion will make spp!'opriate proposals for establi:.>hing 

a viticulturul land !'0gister. 

(l) CV~ (~1) Cuu final, 23.10.19~1, point 104 
(2) Eeg. (Ef~C) llo 357/7':), OJ Ho L ?4, 5· 3-1~7S!· 
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(WP 0755P) 

g. FRUIT AND VEGETABLES 

I. BASIC AND BUYING-IN PRICES 

9.1 Under Article 16 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72 of 18 May 1972 

on the common organization of the market in fresh fruit and vegetables, 

the Commisson is required to propose each year basic prices and 

buying-in prices for the products listed in Annex II to that regulation, 

namely tomatoes and cauliflowers, apples, pears, peaches, table grapes, 

oranges, mandarins, lemons, aubergines and apricots. 

9.2 For all these products, the Commission proposes an increase of 5.5% in 

line with the figure adopted for the overall package of agricultural 

price proposals. 

However, the Commission is proposing a smaller increase for tomatoes 

3·5% because of the substantial risk of surpluses owing to the short 

growing cycle and the processing aid available. 
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9·3 The average increases proposed for each product are to be spread on a 

linear basis over the entire period of application of the basic and 

buying-in prices, maintaining the relationship between buying-in prices 

and basic prices within the range specified in Article 16(3) of 

Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72· 

9.4 The basic and buying-in prices to be applied in Greece have been drawn 

up in line with the provisions of Article 59 of the Act of Accession. 
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II. MARKETING PREMIUMS FOR ORANGES, MANDARINS, CLEMENTINES AND LEMONS 

9·5 For the 1983/1984 marketing year, it is proposed that the marketing 

premiums for oranges and mandarins be increased by the same percentage 

as adopted for the basic and buying-in prices, that is 5·5%· 

The marketing premiums for lemons and clementines have already been 

fixed under Article 7(2)(b) of Regulation (EEC) No 2511/69 at three 

quarters of the premiums fixed for 1982/1983. 

9.6 The marketing premiums for Greek products are already defined in 

Articles 68 and 76 of the Act of Accession. 

• 
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III. IMPROVED MONITORING 

9·7 The Commission continues to attach great importance to improving the 

monitoring of the application of the various regulations in force in 

this sector, particularly with regard to quality standards. It invites 

the Council to adopt as soon as possible the proposal presented in 

COM(82)138 final. 

Processed fruit and vegetables 

9.8 When the new arrangements for processed fruit and vegetables were 

established by Regulation (EEC) No 516/77, it was agreed that the regime 

should be re-examined, on the basis of a report by the Commission in 

1982. The Commission will present this report to the Council shortly. 

In view of certain problems in the market organization for raisins, 

which was introduced after the accession of Greece, and the fact that 

this regime in its present form expires in 1983, the Commission will 

also deal with raisins in the report • 
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9.9. The Commission confirms the importance which it attaches to the 

guarantee threshold for processed tomatoes (Regulation (EEC) no. 

1206/82) and that it will make proposals if the guarantee threshold is 

exceeded. 

f 
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10. 

TOBACCO 

T. PRTCBS AND PRBMTHMS 

10.1 ~he Commission's proposals concerninP the prices ann premiums for raw 

tobacco from the 1983 harvest are determined directly hy the present 

~tate of the Community market in tohacco and are in accordance with the 

f'Uidelines previously laid down for the sector. They also reflect the 

rasults of the investigation carried out in 198? into the effectiveness 

of premiums and their levels, in the course of which premiums were 

R9ses~erl es regards their impact on production, marketing, Producer's 

incomes and employment. 

10.2 At r'i.h7 million tonnes, the world's total production of leaf tobacco in 

lqAl was 7.A~ up on the previous year (S.?n million tonnes). According 

to the latest estimates, the Community's production of leaf tobacco from 

the 1qs1 harvest was 308 735 tonnes. The 1982 harvest is expected to be 

310 2?8 tonnes, an increase of 0.5~. 

'ly type, lipht air-cured and flue-cured tobaccos from the 1982 harvest 

rose hy 7.h( and 3.4~ respectively, compared with 1q81. The other types 

are down: in France, total production of dark air-cured tobaccos fell 

b'' Hi~. w[lile flue-cured and light air-cured tobaccos increased by 38'1. 
The figures show that the move towards new varieties - which beean 

sever:'l.} years ago - is heinf" sustained, and it should have gone further 

by the 1Q83 harvest. The estimated area under tobacco in 1982 is 

17 3 514 ha, as against 171 SS5 ha in 1981, an increase of 1%. It is 

falling in all producer countries except Greece, which recorded a 4% 

increase. 
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l(J.) 'lhc n.a:cketi.nc of tobacco from the Community's l9bl harvest has been 

Gat~s:ucto:cy, with intervention buying estimated at iX and 10~ 

:ce~pcct~vely of the Italian and Greek harvests. In Italy the quantity 

of totHcco sent into intervention was l 2UO tonnes, aLout half of it 

l'orchheiwer Havanna, a variety which has shown a marked increase in 

~ec~nt years. Thanks to the conclusion of multiannual expo:ct contracts 

by ce:.-tai.n fi.rr.1s with Bastern European countries all the Oriental 

totucco was disposed of with the exception of Perustitza, of which an 

estimated 0.8% of output was bought in. In the case of Greece, the 

quar,tity taught in was t~ 322 tonnes, including 3 000 tonnes of 'l'sebelia, 

:_ ';__'(C• t of Kaba Koulak classic and 1 300 t of Katerini. It is thought 

that the total quantity sent into intervention by the end of the 

Marketing year will not exceed 10 000 tonnes. Although the marketing of 

tobacco from the Jgdl harvest began somewhat late the results are 

encou:o-aging, especially when compared with 1979 and 1980, when the 

quantities bought in were three times those for 1981, the year in whicl, 

tLe comiGOll organization of the market was applied for the first time in 

r;reece. The other producer countries - :France, the l•'ederal hepublic of 

Ge::"r.~&rty anu Bclgiur:1 - a!·e disposing of all their output. 

10.4 In ~gt;;::, sales by tender of Community tobacco held in storat;~:> have made 

possitlc the disposal of 13 297 tonnes of baled tobacco, including all 

U1e Ecr:eventano (7 175 t) in intervention storage. Accordingly, the 

estimated total quantity now stored in the Community of Nine is 22 378 

tonnes. 1·urther sales by tender, to be held in 1983, will very likely 

!'P8ul t in di sposa 1 of all intervention stocks, except perhaps certain 

quantities held by the Creek intervention agency which were harvested i~ 

VY.:J. 
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10.~ Thus far there has been a slight differentiation in the increases in the 

norm prices for the different varieties. Under the price proposals for 

tobacco from the 1983 harvest that differentiation is to become more 

marked, with the increases ranging from 4 to 7.5%, as follows: 

- 7.~« for the flue cured and light air-cured varieties where furthe~ 

changes of variety and improvements in quality are required (Badischer 

Burley F., Virgin D, Bright, Burley I, Maryland, Burley GR, Virginia 

GR) and the aromatic Oriental varieties for which there is a ready 

market (Basmas, Katerini, Kaba Koulak classic and Zichnomyrodata); 

7% for the varieties which pose no major marketing problem, viz. 

Badischer Guedertheimer, Kentucky, Paraguay, Nijkerk, Misionero, Rio 

Grand e and Round Ti. p; 

- 6r, for Oriental tobaccos where production must be further reduced in 

order to match supply and demand (Xanti-YakR, Perustitza, Erzegovina, 

Kaba Koulak non classic and Myrodata Agrinion); 

- 4% for varieties where production has shown a sharp increase in recent 

years (Forchheimer Havanna), or where prices have in recent years been 

fixed at a level sufficiently high to warrant a modest increase on 

this occasion (Beneventano, Mavra and Tsebelia). 
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Tn ~ctual fact, the increases for certain Greek varieties range from 10 

to about 12, given that, for the second year, a further 25% of the State 

aid has been included in the calculation of the norm price. 

10.0 It was stated, in the F.xplanatory Memorandum relating to the price 

pro~osals for the previous harvest, that a more detailed investigation 

of the effectiveness of premiums and their levels should be carried out 

in lqR2. ~e investigation originally stemme~ from a desire on the part 

of the Commission to verify, after 12 years' implement~tion of Community 

rules, wrether the hasic Re~ulation'p objectives has been attained. It 

was therefore felt that enquiries should focus on two separate aspects: 

- H:e premium'P effectiveTless in rnAintainin~ production and improving 

anality; 

- the level of the premium, as reP,ards achieving a fair return for 

producers and maintaining employment. 

'T'he f'irst as~ect involved a technical And economic analysis of the 

premium's impact on tobacco production and marketing. This meant 

clv:~ckinp: thA. t neither the conditions of disposal of C:ommuni ty-produced 

tobacco nor Community prefereTlce were being .jeopardized by the low 

prices of imports of competinp varieties and by tariff concessions. 

'll'le seconil aspect of the investigation concerning the level of the 

preMium called for definition and updating of the different components 

used for calculating the premitlll, namely the total cost price within the 

Community and the price of the equivalent competing imported tohacco, to 

al1ow the premium to be fixeo at a level making Community production 

competjtive. 

0 
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10.7 After 12 years of the common organization of the market in raw tobacco, 

production has risen from 221 203 tonnes in 1970 to 308 735 tonnes in 

lq81, an increase of 39.5%. The increase has been accounted for by 

light air-cured and flue-cured tobacco at the expense of dark air-cured 

varieties. In Italy, the quantities sent into intervention have fRllen 

from an average of 8.5~ for 1972 to 1% for 1981. 

The picture is equally positive as regards income from tobacco-growing 

and its contribution to maintaining employment. Checks of farm returns 

during inspection visits have shown all the factors of production to be 

properly remunerated in the case of sizeable holdings, i.e. those of 

10-?0 ha. However, although tobacco-growing on holdings of less than 

one hectare does not yield the official rate of return for labour it 

does provide employment and an adequate level of income for the members 

of the family, taking into the local economic situation. 

On the mixed farms, income from tobacco-growing is a key factor: on a 

~0 hect~re holding, three hectares under tobacco was fourtd to account 

for about 4~ of total farm income. The figure can even be higher, 

depending on what other crops are grown. 
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10.B In order to maintain this state of affairs the p~emium has to be set 

hir,h enough to ensure that the harvest finds a market, taking into 

account the price of competing equivalent varieties. Production costs 

in the Community have been rising by 10-20% while the annual increases 

fo~ competing varieties have been 2-7% only. Accordingly, the 

Commission is proposing i·ncreases in the p~ernium for the 1983 harvest 

which in most cases exceed the increase in the corresponding norm price. 

II. RELATED ~~ASUR~S 

lu.~ As ~egards related measures it is p~oposed that the intervention price 

be fixed permanently at 85% of the norm price for all varieties except 

Kentucky, Xant!-Yaka, Perustitza and Erzegovina, for which, under 

Regulation (EEC) No 1535/81, it is 8(1,~ of the norm price for the 1981, 

1982 and 1983 harvests. 

~oreover, different processing costs will be used depending on whether 

the calculation is for the premium or the derived intervention prices, 

the latter being fixed at a level designed to discourage the sale into 

inte~vention of varieties with a derived intervention price. 

1C.l0 The Commission feels that, quite apart from any restrictive measures, a 

good deal of the tobacco industr.y's problems can be resolved through 

coo,I;erution between producers, processors and manufacturers with a view 

to matching supply and demand. It was for this purpose that ~ugrotab, a 

European grouping of leading producers, traders and manufacturers was 

fo'!"llled in 1982. 

10.11 Prar;matic handling of' the flat-rate component used by the Comll'ission 

when fixing the premium and frequent use of the co-responsibility 

mechanisnJ provided for in the basic ,Regulation have made .it possible to 

conduct a strict market management policy. These proposals concerning 

prices and premiums provide for increased incentives to improve quality 

and constitute an outright disincentive to produce varieties for which 

the!"e is no ma:-ket. It will be possible to build upon the positive 

!'esults obtained· thus far only if the guidelines follolred to date are 

adhered 'to and if close attention is paid to production and marketing 

trends in Greece during_ this first stage in the process of alignment on 

the Con~unity system~ 
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(lJP 05971') 

11. 

NILl<. 

I. THg f·iARKET IN MILK PRODUCTS 

11.1 •. Whereas the quantities of milk produced and collected levelled off in 

1981, the figures for the first nine months of 1982 indicate a ·new 

upturn in deliveries. The rate of increase (2.7%) has been the same as 

the annual average for the period 1975-1980. 

At the same time there have been substantial increases in production of 

butter (+5.4% as compared with the same period in 1981) and skimmed-milk 
·{:-:-- . 

powder ( +7 .4~,). 

This increase in production may be mainly attributed· to higher yields, 

since the number of d.airy. cows has risen by ·only 0.5%. 

The production and use of green fodder were favoured by excellent 

weather conditions, particularly in Northern Europe. Despite the rising 

dollar, the milk:concentrate })rice ·relat·ionship was better than in 1981. 

The substantial increase in production of butter and skimmed-milk powder 

may be partly attribute~ to the drop in production of whole-mil~ powd~r 

(-7%); in the first half of 1982, exports of the latter product were 

considerably less than in the first half of 1981. 
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li.2. ~ales of othe~ products to the world market we~e also uown, w~tl1 the 

exception of evaporated ffi~lk and fresh products. The world market 

continue? to be influenced by the large stocks of milk ~roducts held by 

our trading partne~s, particularly the United States, nnd by the 

financial problems of certain countries v;h~ch have trad::.. tionally been 

~;upplied by the Community. 

~ ~.). In the Community, cheese consumpt::..on has continued to rise ( + l. 7%), 

whilst butter consumption has continued to drop (-1.8%). 

This d~op has been pa~ticularly marked in the United KiL~dom, where 

there hac been very keen competition from a new kind of ma~garine. 

11..4. Public ;:;tacks of butter and skimmed-milk powder showed an upward trend 

at the beginning of the year and this trend was accentuated in the 

second half of the year. The large quanti ties of butter coverea by 

~rivate storage contracts (330 000 tonnes) kept public stocks below 

GO 000 tonnes in the early autumn but it is now forecast that the 

quantities of butter in public stocks will be on the increase by the end 

of 1~82 to about 100,000 tonnes despite the diposal measures introduced 

in the fourth quarter of 1982. In contrast, stocks of skimmed-milk 

powder, which stood at 675 000 tonnes at the end of October, should 

dcc!'ee.se by the end of the milk year as a result of current 

!'elluced-p~ice sales to the pie and poul t!'y sectors. 

11.5. The outlook fo~ 1983/84 holds no promise of improved sales on the 

Comr•1uni ty' s internal market, where demand will continue to Le influenced 

l;y the s tacna tion of the economy. The trends followed on the world 

market in 1ge2 are unlikely to change in any significant respect; the 

opportunities for Community exportE will aeain be restricted 1y the 

level of ~xi~ting stocks and by potential customers' inability to pay 

for ~uch exports. 
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11.6. This situation could result in a serious imbalance on the market and 

renewed build-up of heavy stocks with only limited scope for export at 

considerable cost to the budget, unless effective measures ere taken. 

The Commission therefore considers that action should be taken, by means 

of all the instruments at the Community's disposal, to ensure a better 

balance on the market in the milk sector. The following paragraphs 

describe the action to be taken through price policy; through the 

Rpplication of guarantee threshold and measures for the participation of 

producers in the additional costs arising from production in excess of 

these thresholds; through the eo-responsibility levy; through special 

disposal measures; and through direct aid for the incomes of small 

scale milk producers. 

II. TARGET PRICE AND INTERVENTION PRICES 

11.7 In the first place, action can be taken through prices. Since a 

cautious policy is required, the Commission proposes that, account being 

taken of the trend in producers' incomes, the target price for milk 

should be increased by 5.5%. 

The manner of calculating the intervention prices remains the same as in 

1982, independently of the corrective factor referred to below. The 

fat/non-fat ratio in the price remains approximately 55:45· The 

Commission is proposing the same increase for processing costs as for 

the target price (5.5%). 

III. APPLICATION OF ARTICLE 3 OF REGULATION (EEC) NO 1184/82 

11.8. Article 3 of Regulation (EEC) No 1184/82, which fixed the prices for the 

1982/83 milk year, provides that, if it is found that the quantity of milk 

delivered by Community producers exceeds the guarantee threshold, the 

Council, acting on a proposal from the Commission, must adopt appropriate 

measures to offset the additional expenditure. The guarantee threshold, 

which the Council fixed for 1982 at the level of 1981 deliveries plus 0.5%, 

was substantially exceeded in 1982. In line with its declaration when the 

1982/83 prices were adopted, the Commission proposed on 4 November 1982 that 

the intervention prices should be reduced by 2.2% with effect from 1 April 

1983 (1). This proposal was based on the provisional estimate that 

deliveries of milk in 1982 would increase by 2.7 %, and the Commission 

reserves the possibility of modifying,its proposal in the light of more 

definite information concerning 1982 deliveries. 

(1) Doe. COM (82) 748 
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11.9. Consequently, the following intervention prices for butter, skimmed-milk 

powder and Grana padano and Parmigiano Reggiano cheeses may be derived 

frow a target price of 28.28 ECU/100 kg. 

Intervention prices 

1983/84 

1982/83 Intervention Corrected 

price price 

(ECU/lOO kg) :(ECU/lOOkg): 

% 

1983/84: 

1982/B~: 

:--~----------------------:----------:--------------:-----------:-----~--: 
:Intervention prices 
. 82% butter 349-70 368.93 360.81 3.18 . . 
. skimmed-milk powder 146.23 154.27 150.87 3-18 . . 
. Italian cheeses . . 

Grana padano (30 days) 353.04 372.46 364.27 3.lfj 

Grana padano (6 months): 429-51 453-13 ·443.16 3.18 

Parmigiano Reggiano 469.30 495-ll 484.22 3.18 

--------------------------------------------------~----------------------

IV. rrHHESHOLD PHICE~S 

11.10. Each year, under the common organization of the market in milk and milk 

products, the Council has to fix threshold prices for the following 

milk year. The Commission proposes that the Council should adjust the 

threshold prices in the light of the increase in the target price fo!

n~ilk. 

'l'he Com.rlission proposes that the special levy on United Kingdom imports 

of New Zealand butte~ should be adjusted in the light of change in tlte 

intervention price for butter, with effect .. f~om the beginning of 

1983/B4. 

• 



• 
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V. CO-RESPONSIBILITY LEVY 

11.11. The Comraission proposes that in 1983/84 the co-responsibility levy 

should remain at the same level (2%) and subject to the same conditions 

B.S in 1982/83 • 

VI. SPECIAL DISPOSAL MEASURES 

11.12. The special measures for the disposal of butter stocks w:!.ll remain !n 

force in 1983/84 in order to maintain Community consumption in the face 

of keeiJ competition from other edible fats which are sold. at .prices 

well below that of butter. 

The general aids for butter consumption provided for ·i:r;t :ltegulat~~on 

(l~EC) No 1269/79 will continue and the EAGGF contribut-ion· will ·reinB::i.n 
' . 

at the same level (45 ECU/100 kg). 

VI I. GUARANTEE THRESHOLD 

11.13. The Commission propo$es that, for the 1983 calendar year, the guarantee 

threshold referred to in Article 5b of Regulation (EEC) No 804/68 

should be set at the 1982 level plus 0.5%. 

. . .; 
•t 
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VIII. AID TO SHALL-SCALE PRODUCERS 

11.14. The Commission is conscious that the effect of the different measures 

proposed, and in particular the reduction of intervention prices 

resulting from the guarantee threshold for 1982 being exceeded, could 

aggravate the income problems faced by small-scale milk producers. It 

considers it desirable therefore to supplement the incomes of such 

producers by means of a direct aid, financed by the Community budget, 

within a financial limit of 120 million ECU. At the present stage it 

proposes that the sum of 120 million ECU should be shared out among 

small-scale milk producers in accordance with the rules currently in 

force but reserves the right to propose changes in the rules in the 

light of the ~eport which it will present to the Council before the end 

of Janua~y 1983. 



.. 
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IX. IN\iARD PROCESSil~G TRAFFIC 

11.15. The upward trend in butter stocks and the prospect of a further drop in 

consumption within the Community make it necessary to safegua~d the 

Community's traditional outlets on the wo~ld market. ~o this end, the 

Commission proposes that inward processing traffic in butter and 

bu.tteroil ( CC'l' heading 04.03), which was suspended f~om 15 January 1976 

to 31 March 1981, should be suspended once more with effect from 

l April 1983. 

x·. SCHOOL f•IILK 

11.16. As a further incentive to the national and local authorities to take 

part in the school milk scheme, the Commission is proposing an 

e.xtension of the minimum period for which it gives an ussurance as to 

the maintenance of the Community cont~ib~ttion to the financing of the 

scheme. It is proposing that the contribution should be guaranteed for 

a period of five years from the beginni~~ of the ~983/84 milk marketing 

year • 
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BEEF AND VEAL 

==·=·=~~··=== 

I. GUIDE PRICE AND INTEllVENTION PRIC.E 

(07BOP) 

12.1. For 1982/83 the guide price for adult bovine animals was fixed, per 

100 kg live weight, at 191.87 ECU from 20 May to 5 December 1982 and· 

196.29 ECU from 6 December until the end of the marketing year. The 

intervention price per 100 kg live weight for the same two periods was 

fixed at 172.68 ECU and 176.66 ECU (1). 

12.2. l!,or 1983/84 the ComJnission proposes that the guide price should be 

"increased - in a single stage - by 5.5% from the beginning of the 

narketing year. This would mean a guide price of 207.09 ECU per lOO.kg 

live weight and an intervention price of 90% of that figure, i.e. 186.38 

ECU per 100 kg live weight. 

(1) Council Regulation (EEC) No 1197/82 (OJ No L 140, 20.5.1982, P• 26) • 

•. :.;_~ 
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I I. GCf·tl·lUlUTY SCALE It, OR THE CLASSI:h.,I CATION O:h, CARCASES OF ADULT BOVINE 

ANINALS 

12.). Under Council Regulation (EEC) llo 1202/82 (l) Ivlembe!" States are 

~ ~equired, f~m 2b June 1982 until the end of the 1982/83 marketing year, 

to ~ecord market p~ices in accordance with the Community scale for the 

classification of caresses of adult bovine animals as established by 

Regulation (EEC) No 1208/81 (2) at the same time as they record prices 

on the basis of the live weight. Accordingly, the ma~ket prices 

communicated by the Member States have g~adually been going over to the 

C.omn:uni ty scale. 

r 

• 

The Commission feels, however, that since the scale has not been applied. 

for a sufficient period, and in view of the improvements which are 

called for, the period during which market prices are recorded on a dual 

basis should· be extended by one year; thereafte.r they should be 

reco~ded on the basis of the Community scale alone. 

12.4. A majo!" effort has been made in most ~!ember States to :implement the new 

Community scale; such efforts should be encou~aged and the results 

utilized for the Community's benefit, with a view to achieving general 

use of the scale. Accordingly, pursuant to the formal agreement ente~ed 

into when the prices for 1982/83 were adopted, it is proposed that the 

scale be applied - for buying-in only - from the beginning of the 

1983/84 marketing year; buying-in will thus take place at the same 

prices - in ECU - throughout the Community, for ca~cases of the same 

category and with the same characteristics. 

(1) OJ No 1 140, 25.5.1982, P• 35 
(2) OJ No L 123, 7.5.1981, P• 3 
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12.5. The CoJr~ission intends, depending on experience in the additional period 

of dual-price recording, to propose to the Council that from 1984/85 the 

guide price and intervention price be fixed per 100 kg of carcase in 

accordance with the Community scale. E,rom· then onwards market prices 

would, in all r.lember States, be recorded according to the Community 

scale alone. 

12.6. In practical terms, applying the Community scale for the classificatiop 

of caresses to buying-in operations will mean modifying Article 6 of 

Council Regulation (EEC) No 805/68 (1) so that a decision can be taken 

on the following matters in accordance with the procedure laid down in 

Article 27 of Regulation (EEC) No 805/68: 

- the fixing, at the beginning of the marketing year, of the categories 

of products which can be bought in, together with the corresponding 

buying-in prices; 

- provision for the application of the intervention system throughout 

the Community, using identical presentations, and for the compulsory 

classification and marking of the products bought in; 

- experience during the past three marketing years has shown that 

th~ough selective and more careful management of intervention buying 

at certain times of the year it is possible to hold down appreciably 

the quantities bought in without adversely affecting average Community 

prices. 

12.7. :Finally, the Commission in tends to call upon the services of the 

Community Inspection Committee provided for in Article 5 of Regulation 

(EBC) No 1208/81, in particular to ensure that the products bought in 

have indeed been classified in accordance with tbe Community scale; 

detailed rules will be laid down concernin6 th~ rules of procedure and 

financing of the Committee. 

(1) OJ No L 148, 28.6.1968, p. 24 
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1.2.t: In l ts 19U2 price proposals (COIVl(82) 10 Volume I, page CJ'J) the 

Commission stated that i i considered it approp!'iate during 1%2/8) to 

rev:. m• tl.e ex:.ctinr, premium schemes and to consider whether 

improvements could be r..~de in the form of a ll1ore unifo:'.'o direct aid to 

producer's incomes. ~'his work, \'lhich is continuing, lws dewonntrateu 

the difficulty of reconciling the market objectives, in particular the 

neeci t.o avcLd indirect encouraeement for milk production, ana the 

revenue effects of' the present premiums. For the marketing year 

l9d~/b4 the Commission proposes the contir1uation of the present 

premiums at the current rates. 



\ 
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(0777P) 

l -~ 
..J• 

SltEEPMEAT 

l).l I~rsuant to Article 3(4)(ii) of Regulation (EEC) Ho le37/BO(l) as 

amended by 1\egulation (EEC) Tlo 1195/82 (2), and havine; regard to the 

Council's decision to achieve a s.ingle Community reference price hy tlie 

beg~nning of the 19b4/85 marketing year by the conve!.'gence of national 

~eference prices in equal annual steps over four years, the difference 

between the reference prices fixed by the Counci~ for the 19U2/83 

marketin(; year has to be reduced by half at tne beeinning of the l9U3/t;.} 

rnarketiue year. To this end the Commission proposes that the same 

method be a~piied as for 1981/82 and l982/U3 (the first and second 

s~acec of t11e adjustment;) namely that the price fixed for Hegion 2 

(France) for 1982/8), i.e. 40S.82 t:CU/100 kc, be taken as the "central" 

reference price, in other words, as the basis for the annual adjustment:::: .• 

l_:,.:c' In 2ddit-ton, in view of the situation on the I~:a~ket and the p~OSJ;ects 

fo!' sheepmea t production and consumption, the Commission proposes that 

reference prices be increased by 5.5~ once the abov8-mentionud 

adjustments have been made. It accordingly p oposcs that the reference 

_F-:':'::.ce~> te fixed at the following levels: 

(l) CJ llo L W3, JG. 7.1~00, p.l 
(;') OJ i\C 1 140, 2U. 5.l':)t:2, p.22 
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He1!.ion 1 (Italy) 441.76 ECU/100 kg car-case wt:.i.g.ht 

Heg~on 2 ( .'r,rance) 432.36 ECU/100 kg " 
Rc~:~ion 3 (Denmark/Benelux/ 

l,'ederal Republic of Germany) 422.SJ6 ECU/100 kt: II 

Region 4 (Ireland) 421.40 ECU/100 k,; .. 
Hegion ? (Great Britain) 416.07 ECU/100 kg II 

Ret ion 6 (Northern Ireland) 416.07 ECU/100 kg " . 
Region 7 (Greece) 441.76 ECU/100 kg tl 

II. BAGIG PRICE 

1).3 1m~ the sBJile reasons, the Commission proposes that the Lasic price be 

raised by 5.5% to 432.36 ECU/100 kg. Consequently, the intervention 

price, determined in accordance with Article 7 ( 6) of Regu.ia tion ( l!:I:.:C) ~-Jo 

le37/HO, would be 367.51 ECU/100 kg; this price would also be the guide 

level referred to in Article 9 of' the Regulation. 

13.4 The Coinmission also proposes that the derived intervention price 

applicable in Region 4 (Ireland) be fixed at 347.70 bCU/100 kg. 

13.5 Finally, it proposes that the basic and intervention prices be 

seasonally adjusted along the same lines as in 1982/e3. 

13.6 In conformity with Article 34 of Regulation (EEC} No 1837/80 the 

Commission will present before .l October 1983 a report on the operation 

of the common organization of t:pe market for sheepmeat, and will if 

necessary propose appropriate measures. 
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14. }llGNEAT 

======= 

J 11. J. 'l'he p!'ices paid to pig producers in the l<:JtH/b2 marketing year followed 

the normal seasonal pattern, starting with very hig!1 prices during the 

-,..inte':"', then dropping until April 1982 when they reached the lowest 

s0asonal level, and after that recovering steadily. On average, prices 

have been 15/b higher than in the previous marketing year and 

profitability was generally good, in particular in the first and the 

last quarters of the period under consideration. Feed costs have 

increased less than pie prices and the improved profitability may lead 

to an increasing production in the 1982/83 marketing year. 

14. L• Under Council Regulation ( B:EC) No 2759/75 (1), the Commission is 

requi. red to propose a basic price for pig carcases. 'l'he basic price 

fixe a taking into account the sluice-gate price and levy applicable 

from 1 August each year. For the 1982/83 marketing year the basic 

price was fixed at 1946.80 ECU/tonne and was brought into force on 

l November 1982. 

is 

14. j. It 1c necessary to fix the basic price at a level at which it will help 

to stabilize market prices and at the same time avoid causing 

structural surpluses in the Community. The overall trend of the 

various cost factors entering into the production of pig carcases calls 

for an adjustment of the basic price for this product by 5.5% for the 

forthcoming marketing year. 

l·~. d. Consequently, to enable the price system to contribute stability to the 

pigmeat market by mitigating the cyclical fluctuations in production 

and prices, in view of the desired increase in the general level of 

common aericultural prices and of the agri-monetary measures, it is 

p-"orosed that the ba::;ic price be fixed at 2053.87 r:CU/tonne for the 

lg~3/~4 marketing year. This price will enter into force on 1 November 

J.~H3. 

(1) Council Hegulntion (JJ;EC) No 271)9/'75 of 2'J October on the common 
organization of the market in pigmeat (OJ Ho 1 282, 1.11.1975). 
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(WP 0746P) 

SEEDS 

1~.1 ~or a number of years, ~ember States have been asking for further 

species to be included in the Annex to Regulation (E~C) N" 2'35R/71 on 

the common organiz~tion of the market in seeds. ~he species concerned 

helong to the Leguminosae, the Gramineae and the Cruciferae. 

S'he rommission considers that it should propose extending the list only 

where this is absolutely necessary. FUrthermore, in cases where a 

product receives Community aid when it is for human consumption or for 

use as fodder, it is not necessary to support the production of seed 

qlso. ~e romrnission thus makes the proposals set out below to apply 

from the 19R3/R4 marketing year onwards. 

r,eg11minosne (Clovers) 

1~.? Requests have heen received for the inclusion of: 

- ~ifolium incarnatum L. 

- mrifolium alexandrinurn L. 

- "'ri folium resupinatum L. 

~e Commission proposes that the above species, which are clovers grown 

in central and southern EUrope, he included. 
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':'he aid Rhould be designed to encourage farmers to grow varieties with 

better characteristics than the seed sold commercially, whose 

suitahility to the regions where it is used is uncertain. 

'The amounts of seed certified in the Community are fairly small; the 

fip;nr~s for 1981 were: 

- ?2~ quintals of ~ifolium alexandrinum 

- ??0 quintals of ~rifolium incarnatum 

- 2SO quintals of Trifolium resupinatum 

696 quintal s 

~he levels of qi1 proposed is 15 ECU/100 kg, which should be sufficient 

to protect the growing of certified clover against competition from 

other crops, particularly durum wheat. 

Other UJguminosae 

lS.~. Requests have also been received for the inclusion of: 

- Trifolium hybridum L. 

- Medica~o lupulinq L. 

':'he rommi.ssion proposes that these species be included. They are 

cultivated in central and northern EUrope and have valuable 

characteristics justifying their inclusion in the Annex to Regulation 

(EFC) No ?~5~/71. 

Production is not very large: 

70 quintals of Trifolium hybridum 

SOO ouintals of ~edicago lupulina. 
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~~ nronose~ levels of ~id ~re ~5.1 ECU/100 k~ for Trifolium hybridum 

and ?4.3 ECU/100 kg for Medicago lupulina. These figures are based on 

the yiel~s per hectare of the species concerned. That of ~. lupulin~ iR 

higher t'ban trat of Trifolium hyhridum. 

C:r·amineae 

1~.~ Rpquests have been received for inclusion of: 

ARrosti s canina L. 

- AP,rostis pigantea Roth. 

- Agrostis stolonifera L. 

- A,o:roAtiA tennis Sibth. 

- Phleum bertolonii (DC). 

~he Commission nroposes that these species he included; they are P,rown 

in a number of regions in the Community but the acreage is small, mainly 

because they are not eligible for Community aid. 

All the species of Agrostis qs well as Phleum bertolonii show small 

yiel~s per hectare, ARrostis having very small seeds while Phleum is 

difficult to harvest and dry. 

7he proposed levels of aid are ~O.R ECU/100 kg for the Agrostis species 

:~nd 40.9 ECU/100 kg for Phleum bertolonii. '='he quantities of certified 

seerl produced are small, about 210 quintals of Agrostis and about 3SO 

quintals of Phleum bertolonii. 
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rruciferae 

1~.~ A number of countries in the Community have seen a drop in production of 

certified seed of certain fodder brassicas. This has been due to a major 

expansion of colza cultivation for oil (oil-seed rape). Requests have 

been received for the inclusion of the following species: 

- Brassica na~ts L. spp. oleifera (Metzg) Sinsk (fodder rape) 

- Brassica napus L. var. napobrassica Peterm. (swede)) 

- Brassica o1eracea L. convar. acephala (DC) (fodder kale) 

-Sinapis alba L. (white mustaro) 

- Paphanus sativus L. spp. oleifera (DC) (Metzg) (fodder radish). 

l~.F, ~e Commission proposes granting aid for: 

- Brassica napus L. var. napobrassica (L) Peterm. 

- Brassica oleracea L. convar. acephala (DC) 

- Baphanus sativus L. spp. oleifera (DC) Metzg. 

These three species are included in the Common Catalogue of ftgricul tura l 

Plant Species under fodder plants. 

~1e proposed level of aid is 18 ECU. The quantity of certified seed 

produced in the rommuni ty is around Hi 000-18 000 quintals. 

p-;,7 However, the rommission proposes that Brassica napus L. spp. o1ei fera 

(MetzR) Sim~l{ anrt Sinapis alba L. he exrluded from aid as they are not 

unPqui vocally fodder plants. Some varieties are suitable for extracting 

oil while others are suitable for use as animal feed. 

·, 
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Al1 these species proposed for inclusion in the Annex to Regulation 

(FF.C) No 2358/71 are grown on small acreages only and are subject to 

competition from any other species eljgible for Community aid. 

Total expenditure will be small. 

Pisum sativum and Vicia faba for sowing 

p:;.R It is the ComJ'Ilission's intention to withdraw aid for Pisum sativum and 

Vicia faba. Other support measures have been 11dopted for peas for huiTRn 

co~sumption. while the aid granted when thev are for feed will remain 

available. Demand for seed is therefore likely to remain heavy and aid 

for those species should be abolished from the 1984/85 marketing ye-ar. 

Application of Article 68 of the Act of Accession of Greece 

1~.9 Since there has been some doubt about the interpretation of Article 68. 

t}1e rommission is presenting a proposal to amend the Annex to the 

Regulation on the levels of aid in Greece in the seed sector for lq82/83 

ann lQR3/R4. 



Product Catesory of price 
or amount 

Table of price proposals for individual products 

1982183 1983/84 proposals 

:----------------------:----------------------: 
Amounts 

BCU/tonne 

, 
increase 

Amounts 
BCU/tonne 

, 
increase 

Period of 
application of 
the proposed 

prices 

0470P 

Greece (a) 

:-----------------------: 
Amounts 

fi:l:ed 
1982/83 
BCU/tonne 

Proposals 
1983/84 
BCU/tonne 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
CoDDon Tarset price 250.61 8.7 261.43 4.3 C.P. C.P. 
wheat Common sinsle inter-

vention price 179.27 8.5 184.58 3.0 1.8.83- 31.7.84 C.P. C.P. 
Reference price for bread-: 
wheat - average quality(b): 209.10 8.5 215.29 3.0 C.P. C.P. 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
Du rum 
wheat 

Target price 
Intervention price 
Aid 

339.20 
298.36 
92.85 

8.9 
8.5 
9.0 

355.42 
312.08 
97.96 

4.8 
4.6 
5.5 

1.8.83- 31.7.84 
C.P. 
C.P. 

66.14(c) 

C.P. 
C.P. 

76.75(e) 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
Barley Tarset price 

: Common single inter
: vention price 

228.27 

179.27 

8.7 238.17 

8.5 184.58 

4.3 C.P. C.P. 
1.8.83 - 31.7.84 

3.0 C.P. C.P. 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
: Rye : Tarset price 

: Intervention price 
228.27 
179.27 

8.70 
6.0 

238.17 
: 184.58 

4.3 
3.0 

1.8.83 - 31.7.84 C.P. 
C.P. 

C.P. 
C.P. 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
Maize Target price 

: Common single inter
: vention price 

228.27 8.7 

179.27 8.5 

238.17 4.3 C.P. C.P. 
1.8.83- 31.7.84 

184.58 3.0 C.P. C.P. 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
Rice Target price-husked rice 

Intervention price -
paddy rice 

496.69 

290.55 

10.2 523.16 

12.0 306.53 

5.3 1.9.83 - 31.8.84 C.P. C.P. 

5.5 C.P. C.P. 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
Sugar Basic price for susarbeet 

: Intervention price for 
: white susar 

39.32 9.5 

514.10 9.5 

40.89 4.0 1.7.83- 30.6.84 C.P. C.P. 

534.70 4.0 C.P. C.P. 
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or amount 
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1982183 1983/84 proposals 

:----------------------:----------------------
Amounts 

BCU/tonne 
'1. 

increase 
Amounts 

BCU/tonne 
'1. 

increase 

Period of 
application of 
the proposed 

prices 

0470P 

Greece (a) 
:-----------------------: 

Amounts 
fixed 

1982/83 
BCU/tonne 

Proposals 
1983/84 

ECU/tonne 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

:--------~:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
Olive 

: oil 
Production target price 

: Intervention price 
: Production aid 

3 027.70 
: 2 179.30 

666.00 

11.0 
11.0 
11.0 

3 194.2 
2 299.2 

702.6 

5.5 
5.5 
5.5 

1.11.83-31.10.84 : 
C.P. 
C.P. 

256.50 

C.P. 
C.P. 

405.20 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
Oilseeds: Target price 

- Colza and rape seed 
- Sunflower seed 
Basic intervention price 
- Colza and rape seed 
- Sunflower seed 
Guide pries 
- Soya seed 
- Flax seed 
- Castor seed 
Minimum price soya seed 
Minimum price castor seed 

463.90 9.0 
544.40 14.0 

421.30 S.5(1) 
497.30 14.0(1) 

527.40 14.0 
515.00 11.0 
663.90 11.0 
464.10 11.5 
632.30 11.0 

484.50 4.4 1. 7. 83-30.6. 84 C.P. C.P. 
579.80 6.5 1.9.83-31.8.84 C.P. C.P. 

440.1 4.5 1. 7. 83-30. 6. 84 C.P. C.P. 
529.6 6.5 1.9.83-31.8.84 C.P. C.P. 

561.7 6.5 :1.11.83-31.10.84 C.P. C.P. 
545.9 6.0 :1. 8. 83-31. 7. 84 C.P. C.P. 
663.9 0.0 :1.10. 83-30.9.84 C.P. C.P. 
494.3 6.5 :1.11.83-30.9.84 C.P. C.P. 
632.3 0.0 : 1. 10. 83-30. 9. 84 C.P. C.P. 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
Dried 
fodder 

Fixed rate aid 
Guide price 
Aid for dehydrated 
potatoes 

8.01 
168.81 

14.89 

14.0 
14.0 

11.0 

8.49 
178.94 

15.78 

6.0 
6.0 

6.0 

19.5.83-31.3.84 
1. 7.83-30.6.84 

C.P. 
162.70 

5.73 

C.P. 
174.513 

9.08 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
Peas & Activating price 

: beans : Guide price 
: Minimum price 

476.00 
314.00 
274.10 

13.8 
X 

12.0 

517.6 
334.4 
291.9 

8.7 
6.5 
6.5 

1. 7. 83-30.6. 84 C.P. C.P. 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
Flax 

: and 
: hemp 

Flxed rate aid (per ba) 
: - Fibre flax 
: - Hemp 

335.02 
304.26 

13.0 
13.0 

355.12 
322.52 

6.0 
6.0 

1.8.83-31.7.84 83.76 
76.07 

118.37 
107.51 

(l)In 1982/83 the regionalized intervention price system was replaced by a single intervention price system. The increases of 
8.5'1. and of 14'1. refer to tbe lowest intervention price under the old system. 
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1982/83 1983/84 proposals 

:----------------------:----------------------: 
Amounts 

ECU/tonne 
'1. 

increase 
Amounts 

ECU/tonne 
'1. 

increas.e 

Period of 
application of 
the proposed 

prices 

0470P 

Greece (a) 

:-----------------------: 
Amounts 
fh:ed 

1982/83 
ECU/tonne 

Proposals 
1983_/84 

ECU/tonne 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

:---------:---~-----------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
Cotton : Guide price 

: IUnimum price 
858.80 
815.90 

13 
13 

918.9 
873.0 

7.0 
7.0 

1.8.83- 31.7.84 C.P. 
C.P. 

C.P. 
C.P. 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
Table 
wine 

Type RI Guide price 3.27 11 3.45 5.5 C.P. C.P. 
RII (per degree/hl or per h1 3.27 11 3.45 5.5 C.P. C.P. 

RIII aeeordlng to type) 51.03 11 53.84 5.5 16.12.83-15.12.84 C.P. C.P. 
AI 3.02 11 3.19 5.5 C.P. C.P. 

All 68.00 11 71.74 5.5 C.P. C.P. 
Alii 77.66 11 81.93 5.5 C.P. C.P. 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
Raw : Guide price (Z) 4-7.5 1983 harvest C.P. C.P. 

: tobaeeo : Intervention price 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
Fruit & 

: vege-
: tables 

Basle prlee 9-12 (d) 

(Z) Increase of 8-16'1. but change in the relationship with the guide price. 

< 

5.5(d) 
(e) 

1983 - 1984 (d) (d) 



Product 
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1982/83 1983/84 proposals 

:----------------------:----------------------: 

Amounts 
ECU/tonne 

, 
increase 

Amounts 
ECU/tonne 

, 
increase 

Period of 
application of 
the proposed 

prices 

0470: 

Greece (a) 

:-----------------------
Amounts 

fixed 
1982/83 

ECU/tonne 

Proposals 
1983/84 

ECU/tonne 

: ---------:-----------------------·----:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------: 
Milk Target price for milk 268.10 10.5 282.80 5.5 1.4.83-31.3.84 : ) : ) 

: ) : ) 

Intervention price : ) : ) 

for butter 3 497.00 10.0 3608.10 3.2 : ) : ) 

: ) : ) 

for skimmed-milk powder 1 462.30 10.4 1508.70 3.2 : ) : ) 

: ) : ) 

for cheese : ) C.P. : ) C.P. 
Grana padano : ) : ) 

30-60 days 3 530.40 11.3 3642.70 3.2 : ) : ) 

: ) : ) 

Grana padano 6 months 4 295.10 11.8 4431.60 3.2 : ) : ) 

: ) : ) 

Parmigiano-Reggiano : ) : ) 

6 months 4 693.00 12.0 4842.20 3.2 : ) : ) 

: ) : ) 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------· 
Beef and: Guide price for adult 1 918.70 8.5 4.04.83- 2.04.84 : ) : ) 

veal bovines (live weight) : ) : ) 

1 962.90 11.0 2070.90 5.5 
Intervention price for 1 726.80 8.5 : ) C.P. : ) C.P. 
adult bovines(live weight): : ) : ) 

1 766.60 11.0 1863.80 5.5 

: ---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-------·----
: Sheep- : Basic price 4.4.83-2.4.84 C.P. C.P. 
: meat : (carcase weight) : 4 098.20 : 10.5 4323.60 : 5.5 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:-----------:-----------~ 
: Pigmeat : Basic price (slaughter 

: weight) : 1 946.80 : 10.5 2053.87 : 5.5 1.11.83-31.10.84 : C.P. C.P. 

:---------:---------------------------:-----------:----------:-----------:----------:-------------------:------------:-~---~-----
: Silk- : Aid per box of silk seed 100.00 : 17.6 106 : 6.0 1.4.83-31.3.84 73.02 84.0). 
: worms 
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Footnotes 

Where appropriate, account has been taken of the triggering of the production 
threshold. 

(a) Greek prices are shown only where they differ from the common prices. 
C.P. = common price. 

(b) The price is reduced by 10.40 ECU per +.onne for 1982/83 and 11.62 ECU per tonne 
for 1983/84 if intervention measures are applied to the minimum breadmaking 
quality. 

(c) For Greek regions which did not receive national aid before accession , 
Community aid is 23.21 ECU/ha for 1982/83 and will be 48.13 ECU/ha for 1983/84. 

(d) Products in Annex II of the Council Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72 of 18 May 1972 
and periods of application. 

Greece 

1982/83 1983/84 1983/84 

Cauliflowers 12 % 5·5% C. P. 17. 5.1983 to 30. 4·1984 
Tomatoes 9 % 3.5% 11.7% 11. 6.1983 to 30.ll.l983 
Peaches 12 % 5·5% 12.2% l. 6.1983 to 30. 9·1983 
Lemons 12 % 5·5% C.P. l. 6.1983 to 31. 5·1984 
Pears 12 % 5·5% C.P. l. 7-1983 to 30. 4·1984 
Table grapes 12 % 5.5% c.P. l. 8.1983 to 31-10.1983 
Apples ll % 5·5% C.P. l. 8.1983 to 30. 6.1984 
Mandarins 11 % 5·5% 10.0% 16.ll.l983 to 28. 2-1984 
Sweet oranges 12 % 5·5% 13-9% 1.12.1983 to 31. 5-1984 
Apricots 5·5% C. P. 1. 6.1983 to 31· 7·1983 
Aubergines 5·5% C.P. 1. 7·1983 to 31.10.1983 

For Greece, lower prices have to be fixed for tomatoes,peaches, mandarins and 
oranges (price alignment and increase included). Common prices are applicable for 
cauliflowers, lemons, table grapes, apples, apricots and aubergines and, are 
proposed for pears by price alignment. 

(e) Except tomatoes, for which 3-5% is proposed. 

(x) Increases in 1983/84 in Guide Prices and Premiums for tobacco varieties 

Varietl Guide Price Premium 
No. 1 Badischer G. 7 % s% 
No. 2 Badischer B '1·5 % 8.5% 
No. 4a) Paraguay 7 % 8% 
No. 7 Bright 7-5 % 8-5% 
No. 8 Burley I 7·5 % 8.5% 
No. lOa) Kentucky 7 % 8% 
No. 15 Erzegovina 6 % 7% 
No. 17 Basmas 7-5 % 8.5% 
No. 19 Kabakoulak 7·5 % 8-5% 
No. 23 Tsebelia 4 % 5% 
Others 4-6 % 5-7% 

• 

• 
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(0611P) 

AGRI-MONETARY PROPOSA~ 

=================··=================================~===============================~====~==============================:= 

CURRENCY REPRESENTATIVE RATE 

In Force 

1 ECU 

Proposed 

1 ECU 

REDUCTION IN 

THE GAP 

REVALUATION OR 

DEVALUATION (-) 

PROPOSED (*) 

EFFECT ON 

PRICES 

:--------------------------------:-------------:-------------:------------------:--------------------:-------------------: 
DK 2.57240 2.49870 2.8 3.1 - 3.0 

FFR 6.37174 unchanged 

LIT 1289.00 unchanged 

HFL 2.75563 2.69000 2.3 2.4 2.4 

BFR 44.9704 unchanged 

LFR 44.9704 unchanged 

UKL 0.618655 0.603866 2.3 2.4 2.4 

IRL 0.691011 unchanged 

DKR 8.23400 unchanged 

ORA 66.5526 unchanged 

==========~~============================================~======:=========~===~=====~=~=======~=======:=======~==~====~===~ 

(*) Situation on 20.12.82. 
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C0611P) 

Consequences of 1983/84 proposals for acrieultural support prices and food prices 

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Average ~ increase in common prices 

:(1983/84 proposals compared with 1982/83 decisions): 

in BCU (1) in national currency (2) 

Estimated long-term ~ impact on 

food prices 

(3) 

:-----------------------------:-------------------:-------------------------------:-------------------------------------: 

Germany 4.4 1.3 o. 5 

France 4.2 7.2 2.9 

Italy 4.6 4.6 2.0 

Netherlands 4.3 1.8 0.7 
-........._..~ ----..-

Belgium 4.6 9.4 3.6 

Luxembourg 4.3 9.1 3.1 

United Kingdom 4.1 1.6 0.6 

Ireland 4.4 5.3 3.0 

Denmark 4.3 4.9 1.9 

Greece (4) 5.8 8.5 4.2 

Community average 4.4 4.4 1.8 

:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
(1) Common prices in BCU (intervention or equivalent prices) weighted according to national agricultural production. 
(2) Common prices in BCU converted into national money at green rates, taking account of all adjustments of green rates 

included in these proposals or adopted since the preceding year's price decisions. 
(3) This estimated long-term impact represents the maximum long-term impact on food prices and total household 

expenditure which may be attributed to the increases in common prices expressed in national money. The impact in 
1983 and 1984, depending on the market situation, may be lower. 

(4) Includes alignment of Greek prices on common prices due to accession arrangements . 

• 
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